Sidewalk Seating - Public Feedback

Q1 Do you think outdoor sidewalk seating
for restaurants is good for tourism in
Jasper? Did it add to the visitor experience
downtown?
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1

It took up too much of the sidewalks, and when the streets were busy, it took away from the downtown experience!

2/13/2016 9:45 PM

2

I believe the concept is a good idea. However, several establishments had tables out so far that it created a traffic jam
on the sidewalks and was irritating to both tourists and locals alike! Example: Jasper Brewing Company - if they and
several others could pull things back around 4 feet, it would allow for easier walking on our busy sidewalks.

2/11/2016 4:17 PM

3

I don't think tourists are going to base their experience of Jasper upon patio seating.

2/8/2016 11:13 PM

4

There is no room.

2/8/2016 1:54 PM

5

People want rooftop patios and this is the second best thing!

2/8/2016 10:49 AM

6

What a setting to be able to enjoy the mountains and fresh air. many of the visitors to Jasper do not have the ability to
enjoy relatively quiet streets the way they can in Jasper.

2/3/2016 7:55 PM

7

As a person just trying to get from point a-b and do my business in a timely a sane fashion, I found if extremely
irritating to be constantly running the gauntlet of double wind strollers, bikes, families strolling four abreast...and cafe

2/2/2016 11:01 PM

tables with all the social hangers on. What a nightmare.
8

It is a bonus to sit outside on a summer day. One of the deterrents for me dining out in summer is having to sit inside.

2/2/2016 1:13 PM

9

Without question, the sidewalk seating added to the visitor experience in Jasper. Tourists were able to sit outside and
enjoy the beautiful scenery, mountains and fresh air. It created a very positive atmosphere for tourists and locals alike.

2/1/2016 2:08 PM

10

people will come without outdoor sidewalks.

2/1/2016 10:50 AM

11

But it takes to much space and congested traffic on busy days, especially on Patrica street.

1/31/2016 6:43 PM

12

Better yet, create a pedestrian zone. Close the main commercial area of Patricia street to cars.

1/30/2016 4:27 PM

13

You're going to need the side walk uncomfortable

1/30/2016 2:16 PM
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14

It made the sidewalks too congested. There are several restaurants that have outdoor spaces that don't encroach on

1/29/2016 1:56 PM

sidewalks.
15

Everyone I talked to didn't like it.

1/28/2016 9:48 PM

16

Just about every outdoor sidewalk seating area took up far too much walking space. It's hard enough getting
downtown without being forced to move single file down the sidewalk behind a tour of thirty idling around and generally
not moving. Or parents with kids and strollers or the elderly with walkers. You used to be able to move around them
but now many are forced to wait for them; and when there are some two hundred people trying to get somewhere
downtown this really slows things down. More people are resorting to walking on the roads to get around and I don't

1/28/2016 4:43 PM

know about anybody else, but I find tourist drivers tend to look at the scenery more than the road. This has resulted in
some close calls that really could be avoided.
17

it has been thoroughly enjoyed by tourists and most locals, people love to people watch, it's great to eat outdoors as
most people do while visiting overseas, Europe, US, Central America, etc...

1/28/2016 3:49 PM

18

I thought the sidewalk seating worked if there was ample room for pedestrians. In some instances the seating was too
close to the parked vehicles and street. There was a noise factor from vehicles.

1/28/2016 1:55 PM

19

Took away from visitor experience as it was a cluttered mess at the majority of restaurants allowed to participate.

1/28/2016 10:36 AM

20

It may have added to visitors experience however I think there was a price to pay also as far as how busy sidewalks

1/28/2016 8:40 AM

are in the summer time, bikes, baby strollers, and no more to get by.
21

Space in some areas was a concern

1/27/2016 5:16 PM

22

I think it was great to see so many faces in the downtown area enjoying food during the day

1/27/2016 10:50 AM

23

I think the side walk is too narrow It could help the tourism if the side walk can be wide enough for pedestrian Do not
forget that pedestrian with wheel chairs and baby Carrige need space

1/26/2016 10:58 AM

24

100%

1/26/2016 8:42 AM

25

The sidewalk are way too crowded in the summer. The only places that got it somewhat right was The Brew Pub,
Cassio's and Papa Georges. It looked respectable and properly sectioned off. There should be no sidewalk seating on

1/25/2016 2:57 PM

Patricia Street, that was the worst place to have it, way too crowded. And Northface Pizza was an embarrassment,
putting a baby gate up.....seriously?! Looked like trash.
26

It only adds to all ready congested streets.

1/25/2016 1:45 PM

27

It was hard for the tourists to walk around without looking at someone's plate

1/25/2016 1:23 PM

28

It adds vibrancy and makes it a lot more welcoming.

1/25/2016 9:10 AM

29

These are two completely different questions! Was it good for tourism? Well I'm sure the tourists loved sitting outside
to enjoy the spectacular views with their meals. Did it add to the visitor experience? Maybe yes, maybe no, but with so

1/24/2016 8:33 PM

much to experience in Jasper I would think that sitting in the middle of a busy sidewalk having lunch would not be the
highlight of their experience.
30

No as it crowds already crowded sidewalks.

1/24/2016 1:18 PM

31

Absolutely! There are not many outside seating options in Jasper and it was great to see people enjoying the patios

1/24/2016 10:43 AM

this summer.
32

A good percentage of the rest of the world has it. Why would Jasper not? Let the people have the choice to enjoy the
weather while dining or stopping for a beverage.

1/24/2016 7:42 AM

33

I love to sit outside on a nice day when I am on vacation, so I think others would as well

1/23/2016 2:11 PM

34

I found the sidewalks got even more crowded. Also, having people drinking pn sidewalks does not create a family-

1/23/2016 2:00 PM

friendly environment for families that are strolling downtown.
35

It is good for the businesses but really adds to the pedestrian congestion on Connaught and Patricia.

1/23/2016 1:10 PM

36

In my opinion, the seating was often empty and the amount of seating per businesses seems too much for the space
provided

1/22/2016 10:52 PM

37

It ads charm, vibrancy and good energy to the town. Any tourist town should find ways to enhance the visitor

1/22/2016 5:22 PM

experience. Our summers are so short in Canada that we need to offer al fresco dining as an option.
38

Some areas were too crowded, enhanced the atmosphere of the town.

1/22/2016 12:28 PM

39

Sidewalk seating, when there is enough space, adds to the outdoor experience and overall casual feel.

1/22/2016 12:26 PM
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40

This would be much nicer if Patricia Street were closed to vehicles in the downtown core; as it was, there were too
many tables blocking the sidewalk for pedestrians, and it was frustrating to get around; crowded.

1/22/2016 11:58 AM

41

It's an expectation that well designed tourist destination would have sidewalk seating.

1/22/2016 10:01 AM

42

But also caused a lot of unnecessary congestion

1/21/2016 9:59 PM

43

Amazing, social, interesting, fun, inviting.

1/21/2016 9:43 PM

44

It's nice to be outdoors sipping on some suds with a couple rays!

1/21/2016 6:59 PM

45

The sidewalks are too crowded with people and enjoying your lunch with people walking right beside you must be

1/21/2016 2:37 PM

uncomfortable?!
46

It added a vibrancy that was needed if the business core.

1/21/2016 9:04 AM

47

Everyone loves sitting on a patio!

1/21/2016 8:54 AM

48

Anything that was set up on Patricia street was a joke the sidewalk are too narrow there, you were forced to get off the

1/21/2016 8:36 AM

sidewalk and onto the street. Patricia street should not be allowed to continue.
49

Great idea where space was available

1/20/2016 10:31 PM

50

....but they were quite intrusive on Patricia street

1/20/2016 8:45 PM

51

Yes people come to Jasper to be outside and to see the mountains.

1/20/2016 8:07 PM

52

Absolutely. It adds a very fresh look to the downtown area.

1/20/2016 6:50 PM

53

I think it added to a sense of bustle on the streets, encouraged more interactivity and lingering downtown, and

1/20/2016 5:04 PM

positioned Jasper's downtown as more of a cultural hub.
54

In some places it made traffic on the sidewalk absolutely impossible. There should be a "somewhat" answer above as
some were done fairly well. I don't think a lot of thought went into most, it was just tables and chairs and little room for

1/20/2016 2:18 PM

pedestrians, especially when there are tandem strollers for babies and people with bikes on the sidewalks.
55

Can't add yes and no, Sidewalk seating was/is a value added experience as it allows users to sit out side in warm

1/20/2016 10:56 AM

weather and be more interactive and intimate with the environment. The location of the seating did cause a lot of
congestion and many people were forced to walk in the street to get around seating areas.
56

It adds a comfortable feeling in the downtown core. Nice to have the option to sit outside on a sunny day and look up

1/20/2016 10:32 AM

at the mountains.
57

Yes and no depending on the establishment. I think it gave the downtown core a fresh felling. In some cases it created

1/20/2016 10:19 AM

pedestrian jams.
58

In a few locations sidewalk seating was reasonable, in most locations it was intrusive and excessive. The combination

1/20/2016 12:42 AM

of sidewalk seating and countless Sandwich Board advertisements was very cluttered and awkward for pedestrians.
59

Overall it added to the flavour of Jasper, however there were some issues that would need to be worked out

1/19/2016 9:44 PM

particularly related to flow of pedestrians and placement of infrastructure.
60

Absolutely, if it's nice day I love to eat and sit outside, I am European, it's so common there. Plus I don't have to worry
about dress code, can go and eat after hike or bike ride. Don't have to stress about my kids being too noisy. I love

1/19/2016 9:21 PM

outdoor seating idea!!!
61

Yes it added to the visitors experience of being crammed into a tiny spot on an already over crowded sidewalk and

1/19/2016 9:10 PM

seeing up close and personal people being jostled and forced to deke trees, bicycle stands and garbage cans or
pushed onto the road to walk.
62

I think it's a great opportunity for our town, although being a business owner downtown I found it really crowded. I did

1/19/2016 7:38 PM

witness a whole glass of soda drop out of a server's hand and spill all over a fellow local's feet. It's congested as it in
on the north side of Patricia St.
63

Hard for me to judge whether it was good for tourism or not. We enjoyed it as residents and brought our visitors to the
venues during their stay.

1/19/2016 7:36 PM

64

The side walks are not big enough with the tables and then a place for people to walk.

1/19/2016 7:08 PM

65

I think that the visitor experience can be great, when it doesn't result in being jostled around as people are trying to

1/19/2016 6:34 PM

pass by. In lower use areas / areas where the sidewalk is wider I think it creates an excellent relaxed atmosphere.
66

Do not hog the side walk... Less seating may be better in tight places...
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67

Where it was appropriate-however-some cafes caused problems for people when they placed tables/chairs which
blocked sidewalks!

1/18/2016 12:07 PM

68

To many times when walking downtown I had to step off the side walk to get around the congestion caused by tables
and chairs being moved from their spaces or fences that were to big. Also noticed the sidewalks looked dirty and

1/18/2016 12:01 PM

unkept around the tables from spills and food.
69

I think that the side walk seating caught our town up with what's happening in other communities, it helps make our

1/18/2016 8:50 AM

town look less sterile!
70

far too little sidewalk space!!!!!

1/17/2016 10:00 PM

71

But not everywhere, coco's did not work, sidewalk not wide enough

1/17/2016 7:08 PM

72

I love the festival feeling it creates

1/17/2016 6:41 PM

73

It did not bring in new people to Jasper, only added congestion to an already busy downtown.

1/17/2016 5:23 PM

74

it does not bring more tourist to town you cannot get down street with tables and chairs and all the sandwich boards
you have to dodge is there not a bylaw concerning sandwich boards

1/17/2016 10:41 AM

75

Some marginally worked, but overall it was a total failure. It had all the earmarks of a cash-grab! Poorly envisioned by
most establishments and poorly executed. And the non commercially sound furniture at some was unacceptable.

1/17/2016 9:26 AM

76

In some locations. However not all sites were suitable due to proximity to infrastructure which created unacceptable

1/16/2016 10:14 PM

pinch points for pedestrian traffic. See answer 4.
77

The patios that were double-wide took away too much sidewalk, often pedestrians had to wait for others walking the

1/16/2016 8:40 PM

opposite direction to pass first, some people walked on the road to get past the patio. Strollers and wheelchairs had a
hard time. Cars were parking further into the street to avoid getting damage as the sidewalk that was left was to
narrow. I heard of a child getting hit in the face when a truck door opened. Most of the day these patios were roped off
and not serving breakfast or lunch....however still taking 2/3 of the sidewalk. Often the patios that served alcohol had
rowdy patrons....I don't think families need to see or hear this. The servers are not always outside to stop this....even if
they would?
78

made it really difficult to navigate the sidewalks, especially with suitcases/bagged purchases or any kind of mobility

1/16/2016 11:58 AM

aid
79

The idea is good, yes, but there just isn't the space for it with the layout as it is now for most establishments.

1/15/2016 6:01 PM

80

More seating, able to see the gorgeous views.

1/15/2016 5:44 PM

81

Some of the seating actually blocked sidewalks!(Coco's cafe was an example of this.)

1/15/2016 3:07 PM

82

On a good day...great to see the streets full of visitors! Nice option to eating lunch indoors.

1/15/2016 2:15 PM

83

just added to the congestion on the side walks. with planters, bike racks, and garbage cans, and sandwich boards,

1/15/2016 2:04 PM

sometimes walking in town was impossible, especially if you're with someone or dogs or strollers. seems we have
taken walk out of sidewalk
84

I'm not sure it changes the visitor experience as there is such limited outdoor seating that only the few really

1/15/2016 1:29 PM

experience it
85

This experiment left sidewalks impassible for tourists and locals alike. Very few sites offer any views at all!

1/15/2016 1:17 PM

86

It made the sidewalk to crowded.

1/15/2016 1:14 PM

87

It was really nice to sit outside and enjoy the sun!

1/15/2016 11:45 AM

88

Being able to eat outside at many different places was great. The pros outweighed the cons by a large margin.

1/15/2016 9:19 AM

89

It took away space forcing tourists and locals into the streets. UNSAFE

1/15/2016 9:07 AM

90

Most places pretty good. Coco's was poorly thought out with rope and spray paint. It impeded pedestrian ability to

1/15/2016 7:38 AM

navigate the side walk
91

Very nice

1/15/2016 6:29 AM

92

It is great, but I found that a lot of restaurants on Patrictia street needed more work. Or for the road to just be closed.

1/15/2016 12:31 AM

93

More people already in the way with less room

1/14/2016 11:53 PM

94

Great to enjoy all of the outdoors even while eating!

1/14/2016 10:23 PM

95

It makes it difficult and dangerous for pedestrians

1/14/2016 7:23 PM
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96

People in wheelchairs, parents with strollers, ect

1/14/2016 7:00 PM

97

Takes up too much space nice to eat outside on a nice day

1/14/2016 6:37 PM

98

Sidewalks were far to crowded and it took away from the visitor experience. Walkers were constantly having to walk

1/14/2016 6:35 PM

near or on the road and had to be very aware where they were going. This made looking at the mountains and
enjoying the small town feel Jasper is famous for impossible.
99

Reduced walking space

1/14/2016 6:14 PM

100

It made it very hard to navigate some areas of downtown

1/14/2016 6:09 PM

101

People always look for patios when the weather is nice so it is good for the individual business

1/14/2016 6:09 PM

102

I found that it narrowed the sidewalks too much

1/14/2016 5:23 PM

103

It definitely added more business to the restaurants in town, but added to much more traffic and congestion with the

1/14/2016 5:22 PM

sidewalks...especially along the brew pub area, they took pretty much HALF of the sidewalk.
104

It was good idea because who wouldn't love to view the mountains without having to look through windows that cant

1/14/2016 4:35 PM

be kept constantly crystal clear, plus being able to enjoy the fresh mountain air.
105

We do not have enough space on our sidewalks to block half of them from pedestrian traffic

1/14/2016 4:10 PM

106

sidewalks were impassible in most places

1/14/2016 4:05 PM

107

I think it got in the way of pedestrians. I have 2 children 1 was in the stroller and it was always hard to get through.

1/14/2016 4:03 PM

Jasper brewing company was the worst.
108

I think it was an excellent option to have for tourists visiting to be able to sit on a patio and have a drink and some food

1/14/2016 3:51 PM

while looking at the scenery
109

There are many restraints already in town that have outdoor seating if tourism needs outdoor seating then these

1/14/2016 3:26 PM

tourist should go to the already existing places
110

Hard for scooters, wheel chair, folks with walkers to get around people, tables and customers rude from time to time,

1/14/2016 3:20 PM

not to mention the tied up dogs!
111

Loved it! Even small sidewalk seating areas like the other paw bakery or north face pizza gave the street a very

1/14/2016 3:19 PM

inviting feel.
112

A lot of businesses did really well to make their outdoor seating look good

1/14/2016 2:32 PM

113

Sidewalks aren't big enough to accomodate tourists and people eating in the sidewalk seating. It created tons of
bottlenecks, and in the Brew Pub's case people had to walk on the street just to pass oncoming people because of the

1/14/2016 2:28 PM

sidewalk seating.
114

On Connaught drive, there sidewalk traffic could still flow. Patricia street was bad for walkers, especially in front of

1/14/2016 2:27 PM

cococs
115

We already have an over abundance of restaurants in Jasper and now you want them splaying all over the sidewalk?

1/14/2016 1:35 PM

What are you thinking?
116

On Patricia Street, the sidewalks are not wide enough. The Coco's seating was terrible. Car doors would hit tables,
wheelchairs and scooters could not pass. The congestion created was not a positive visitor experience. Some

1/13/2016 7:45 PM

businesses gave a half hearted attempt at sidewalk seating (Northface, A&W, KFC), and some simply appeared to
give up (Evil Daves). Connaught Drive businesses presented more favorably to the visitor experience.
117

Not really. I find it congested in the summertime. This made it worst on Patricia.
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Q2 Would you like to see the program
continue in future years?
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1

As long as the above comment is adhered to.

2/11/2016 4:17 PM

2

No room to walk.

2/10/2016 7:46 PM

3

Some of the sidewalk areas where seating was available made the area too congested for foot traffic and sidewalks
are for foot traffic?!

2/8/2016 11:13 PM

4

No

2/8/2016 1:54 PM

5

Each location should have to be reviewed annually as to the appropriateness of the experience

2/3/2016 7:55 PM

6

It it continues, the seating should be on the street in front of the establishment. Yes they would loose a parking space,

2/2/2016 11:01 PM

but in the scheme of things, that won't make any difference. To the number of people accessing the downtown.
7

Absolutely. This program is vital for the growth of Jasper.

2/1/2016 2:08 PM

8

in fact I would hate to see it continue

2/1/2016 10:50 AM

9

See note above

1/31/2016 6:43 PM

10

Pedestrian zones attract people, people spend money. It is good for business.

1/30/2016 4:27 PM

11

We recommend that there is no side in order to maintain cleanliness by Walk seating

1/30/2016 2:16 PM

12

It was probably the most annoying thing I have ever had to deal with when I walk downtown. Some days I would not

1/28/2016 9:48 PM

go downtown for the simple fact of having to deal with the patios that were everywhere. As a local I absolutely hated it.
If you want to put patios then limit it to a couple table of 2 seater rather than trying to cram as many tables in one aria
as posable.
13

for many years in fact, at least until Patricia Street becomes a pedestrian only area ( sorry, no emojis available!!!!)
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14

For most restaurants it just didn't work, where they are it is just too busy. Connaught Dr may have a wider sidewalk

1/28/2016 8:40 AM

but Patricia Street, the sidewalk it just not wide enough. In front of Coco's was brutal, bike rack, bikes dogs, baby
strollers, there was no room. People were forced off the side walk out onto the road in order to get around which
could cause safety concerns with people stepping out onto the road. There is also the problem of bike riders,
skateboarders, not getting the message that they are not allowed to bike on the side walk, can be locals who know
better or tourist who don't know the rules. They do not get off of their bikes, or skateboards and try to push their way
through. This bylaw is not enforced enough in the downtown area.
15

Yes gave a great vibe when walking down the street

1/27/2016 5:16 PM

16

But it all depends where. Some places were great...others were not. Coco's was quite the challenge for a few. People

1/27/2016 10:50 AM

in wheelchairs and scooters had trouble going around the sitting area as there are trees near the street side as well
creating an obstacle.
17

I would like to see it but not with current width of the sidewalk

1/26/2016 10:58 AM

18

Totally.

1/26/2016 8:42 AM

19

No way!! Your pushing people to walk on the street instead of the sidewalk because there is no room to walk when

1/25/2016 2:00 PM

the seats are on the sidewalk. How is that safe?
20

If a restaurant has the room to have patio/sidewalk seating that's great, but adding extra tables at the expenses of

1/25/2016 1:45 PM

down town pedestrian manoeuvrability should not be permitted.
21

it did not go well for some restaurants that were too in the face like Coco's or A&W

1/25/2016 1:23 PM

22

This was utterly annoying!! Unless the street is closed to car traffic so that you can actually have walking room I don't

1/24/2016 8:33 PM

think this is a good idea at all. It was even somewhat dangerous in some places due to the uneven edges of the
walkways & having to go off the walkways in order to get around the seating areas or because the traffic flow got into
a bottleneck due to the seating. Dangerous & annoying.
23

Absolutely!

1/24/2016 10:43 AM

24

I love the idea of it but feel as though the sidewalks in were completely congested. For example the brew pub. Just

1/23/2016 2:11 PM

one small section of side walk is available to tourist in both directions, then often the brewpub had a lineup, so this line
up took up the one section of side walk now forcing people to walk on the street or around cars and bike racks
creating a hazzard.
25

One of the reasons that people choose Jasper over Banff is that Jasper is quiet and quaint. A crowded sidewalk feels

1/23/2016 2:00 PM

decidedly (and unfortunately) Banff-like.
26

Only if it does not impede pedestrian traffic. The tables and bike racks/waste containers/planters cannot be together

1/23/2016 1:10 PM

on the sidewalks. On cooler days there is no benefit to the tables being out. Could they be only used on good weather
days.
27

Don't believe it's really necessary.

1/22/2016 10:52 PM

28

Absolutely!

1/22/2016 5:22 PM

29

As long as enough room is left for pedestrians.

1/22/2016 12:28 PM

30

I'd like to see it xpanded actually. Pedestrian plaza - eliminate cars and expand the bike/walk welcome even more on

1/22/2016 10:01 AM

Patricia.
31

Especially suitable for Connaught Drive with its wider sidewalks. Was much too crowded at Coco's Café. It was

1/22/2016 9:05 AM

interesting to watch people pushing baby strollers or walking their bikes trying to get around... May be curb extensions
(similar to those on Whyte Ave. in Edmonton) could be build at a few locations, or these establishments could be
given the opportunity to do so, or their sidewalk seating licence be revoked.
32

It needs to be contained to an area that juts off the main area of the sidewalk .. Ie cafe mondo

1/21/2016 9:59 PM

33

Sure there were some crowds but that is what makes it feel vibrant. Loved it!! Keep it up!

1/21/2016 9:43 PM

34

I think so but they need more rules and oversight.

1/21/2016 4:39 PM

35

I am bias on this question where there is enough room it was fine but in other areas the seating was in the way of foot

1/21/2016 3:16 PM

traffic.
36

Sidewalk congestion is a big enough problem already.

1/21/2016 2:37 PM

37

it's the most ridiculous thing,allowing restaurants to use public space for commercial activities with no compensation, if

1/21/2016 11:47 AM

they want outdoor seating they require a patio no patio no outdoor seating, watching seniors and families struggle to
get through is disheartening
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38

Yes but not on Patricia, Connaught was better set up and many restaurants stepped up and did it well

1/21/2016 8:36 AM

39

With more enforcement

1/20/2016 10:31 PM

40

There is definitely many creative and innovative ideas that can be used in the future to benefit the busy Summer
months.

1/20/2016 6:50 PM

41

Maybe. on some areas on Connaught where there is more room but on Patricia there is not enough room especially

1/20/2016 2:18 PM

where bike racks etc. are. Maybe the Municipality should try closing Patricia from the L&W to Tags for a season and
allow restaurants and businesses to use that area.
42

Perhaps in some areas, parking spaces could be converted to outdoor eating areas so that the sidewalks are not so

1/20/2016 10:32 AM

crowded in some locations. They have done this on Whyte Avenue in Edmonton. Not sure how this would impact
downtown parking, which is at a premium in the summer. But, perhaps we need a shift in thinking. Our town design
should not always revolve around the car. People can get into the habit of walking a bit; maybe this will increase some
people's fitness levels!
43

In the locations where it worked. If council does not have the fortitude to say no to the places it did not work, then no.

1/20/2016 10:19 AM

44

Not in its current form. Less infringement on public sidewalk space would allow freer pedestrian flow.

1/20/2016 12:42 AM

45

I think that the use of the sidewalk space should warrant some type of revenue fee for the muni.

1/19/2016 9:44 PM

46

Most definitely! And more of it!

1/19/2016 9:21 PM

47

Either remove all trees, bicycle stands and garbage cans from the already busy pedestrian walkways or forgo the

1/19/2016 9:10 PM

sidewalk seating.
48

If it is too continue I would say that the few places on the north side of Patricia St should not be allowed. It's too

1/19/2016 7:38 PM

congested and there isn't enough space in the quieter season for extra on the side walk. The other side of the street
would be fine. On Connaught Dr the sidewalks are wider so I think it added something really nice to the streets.
49

Outside eating during nice weather is a great idea.

1/19/2016 7:36 PM

50

With conditions. An assessment of how it interrupts flow / the positioning. Some seating areas along patricia forced

1/19/2016 6:34 PM

people into the trees / bike racks. Although this means some businesses may have more restrictions than other, if this
initiative is about visitor experience and not merely increasing the seating capacity of a business then it should be
taken into account.
51

Congestion on sidewalks, resolve congestion then continue the program

1/19/2016 6:29 PM

52

There is very little room to walk on the sidewalks now

1/19/2016 6:20 PM

53

Its been few years that I have been looking for a patio place to enjoy a nice meal outside. Except for Earls there was

1/19/2016 9:46 AM

not many options.
54

If the muni. can "police" it better.....that is....have restaurants move furniture that is hazardous to pedestrians.

1/18/2016 12:07 PM

55

Unless space is made properly there is to much congestion. Our side walks were never built to offer this option. We

1/18/2016 12:01 PM

put planters and bicycle racks on them to make them pedestrian friendly by adding tables they have become
pedestrian unfriendly. I watched families with strollers and small children have to wait for others to get by the tables
before they could proceed or they would have to walk out on to the road to get past.
56

Too many people jams. When I was walking I felt like I was hovering over peoples meals walking by they were so far

1/17/2016 10:00 PM

out eating into the sidewalk. Also, not enough room for strollers, walking bikes ect..with the seating.
57

But not everywhere

1/17/2016 7:08 PM

58

I think it was great on Connaught, but Patricia street's sidewalks were just too narrow. I could see it working on

1/17/2016 5:36 PM

Patricia if the street became a pedestrian only street in the summer.
59

The sidewalk seating took up too much space in al ready congested area. While the required amount of space was

1/17/2016 5:23 PM

met it left little room people with wheel chairs/walkers, strollers or groups.
60

gives unfair advantage to them if they cannot keep sidewalk clean litter free sweeping in gutter is not the solution

1/17/2016 10:41 AM

make them clean and enforce it its up to cliff and residence to pick up after them
61

The sidewalks are not appropriate in this town for this kind of application. Looked shoddy and ill conceived.

1/17/2016 9:26 AM

62

Yes, but only in locations where there is sufficient space so pedestrian traffic is not impeded.

1/16/2016 10:14 PM

63

They cause a dangerous situation.

1/16/2016 8:40 PM

64

only if sidewalk is not incringed on

1/16/2016 11:58 AM
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65

Only if it doesn't take away from the existing walking space.

1/15/2016 6:01 PM

66

With restrictions. I didn't like the places that caused bottle necking and were hard to walk around.

1/15/2016 5:44 PM

67

Very congested during busy times when there are dogs strollers and groups of people walking through at once there

1/15/2016 1:29 PM

were a number of outdoor patios that had bike racks posts and such in front which made it very difficult to walk
through holding a small child's hand or pushing a stroller through
68

Same as above, too congested, and for the number of seats provided, ridiculous.

1/15/2016 1:17 PM

69

No. It's to hard to move around the blocked off areas with people with baby strollers and dogs..etc

1/15/2016 1:14 PM

70

No takes up too much space, not much room for pedestrians when town is busy

1/15/2016 11:11 AM

71

I am unsure. Although great for tourists I found it painful on Patricia Street., especially at COCOs.

1/15/2016 9:29 AM

72

You tried it and it failed miserably - time to move on - find a better idea altogether - not copying from other towns

1/15/2016 9:07 AM

designed with sidewalk seating in mind in the first place.
73

In certain areas yes. Buskers allowed too would be great.

1/15/2016 7:38 AM

74

Everyone loves sitting outside in the summer. I don't see why not, but be more strict on the ropes and where people

1/15/2016 12:31 AM

can put their deck. I remember walking down some side walks and felt like I had to walk on the road to get by. Not
safe if you're with kids.
75

ONLY if there is an allowance for the curb side. There should legally be enough room for people to get out of their

1/14/2016 10:20 PM

vehicles (24") and that distance by no means should encompass the "measured sidewalk" in regards to permitable
area.
76

I hope not.

1/14/2016 7:00 PM

77

Not a chance. We tried it, it DIDN'T work.

1/14/2016 6:35 PM

78

Maybe but bylaws need to be enforced or re worked.

1/14/2016 6:09 PM

79

Horrible to walk around the tables especially with the fact that people stop in the middle of the sidewalk to visit. Add
tables to an already narrow walkway and it is a disaster!

1/14/2016 6:06 PM

80

There was already too much congestion on the sidewalks with all the tourists who would stop in big groups and block

1/14/2016 4:35 PM

traffic. It was next to impossible to get anywhere with out making detours around the groups of people or slow
walkers.
81

If we are in for a boom in our tourism due to the poor loonie this will only increase the number of people on our
sidewalks. Several times I witnessed people walking onto the street , Connaught , because there was not enough

1/14/2016 4:10 PM

room on the sidewalk. The Brewpub tables were always over the slotted space. Bylaw did not, in my opinion , enforce
the space issue. I did call bylaw regarding this and they asked if I had let the management at the brewpub know of my
concern. Really, that is not my job, and if this was in fact a test to see if outdoor tables was a good idea why would
bylaw not want to see this for themselves.
82

unless sidewalk seating can be done in such a way as to not impede foot traffic as well as businesses should not be

1/14/2016 4:05 PM

allowed to expand their seating in this matter - all other businesses in town must request additional space and be
made to pay for it - it's an unfair advantage to doing business in this town
83

Some places worked fine. But most others especially on Patricia street where there is very little room to walk already

1/14/2016 3:26 PM

should defiantly not have outdoor seating. Cocos cafe especially should not have the outdoor seating. Never have I
been so frustrated and mad walking down Patricia then past that place.
84

Not unless more inspections by health inspector and bylaw

1/14/2016 3:20 PM

85

Yes, but not in all areas

1/14/2016 2:49 PM

86

On Connaught

1/14/2016 2:27 PM

87

NO, NO AND NO!!

1/14/2016 1:35 PM

88

Qualify this statement that sidewalk seating should mainly be on Connaught Drive, where there is enough room for

1/13/2016 7:45 PM

both pedestrians, people with scooters or wheelchairs, and seating. There is also adequate space at the Raven Bistro
and Smitty's.
89

Depends on the location and the size of the sidewalk. Connaught yes.... Patricia street no.
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Q3 What went well from your perspective?
Answered: 178

Skipped: 75

#

Responses

Date

1

Nice to have dinner outside.

2/15/2016 1:48 PM

2

Having outdoor seating adds to the visitor's experience, but only when there is enough room, which, in my opinion,

2/13/2016 9:45 PM

there wasn't.
3

It seemed especially successful in the evenings when all of Connaught Street would come alive with people eating &

2/13/2016 1:00 PM

drinking outside. I loved the festive feeling & enjoyed cycling through town on my way home from the garden to check
out the action. It promoted business & made me want to go there to join in.
4

I suppose people got to be outside, which is healthy.

2/13/2016 12:05 PM

5

Nothing it made it harder to walk down the sidewalk

2/13/2016 12:02 PM

6

It's wonderful to be outside in the fine weather. It also adds great ambiance and makes the downtown feel more alive.

2/13/2016 11:46 AM

7

Downtown more interesting .

2/12/2016 3:15 PM

8

It was a great representation of the lazy days of summer! The tables were often busy and I think it was enjoyed by all.

2/11/2016 4:17 PM

9

Good views. Nice seating. Looks good.

2/10/2016 7:46 PM

10

Increased seats for establishments that participated.

2/8/2016 11:13 PM

11

Nothing

2/8/2016 1:54 PM

12

Truly feels like dining in the mountains. You do not have to hope for a window seat you are right outdoors.

2/8/2016 10:49 AM

13

Many establishments devoted a lot of time, effort and resources to produce a quality experience. The program needs to

2/3/2016 7:55 PM

ensure we present Jasper in the best light while not adversely penalizing vendors in locations with more challenges.
The quality of the experience is paramount to a successful program.
14

The businesses that put thought and money into their sidewalk seating looked amazing (example: Brewpub). Ones
that just put cheap tables out front and did not maintain them looked cluttered (example: Bear's Paw)

2/3/2016 8:54 AM

15

Nothing

2/2/2016 11:01 PM

16

Having more space at any given location, and being able to enjoy the weather.

2/2/2016 1:13 PM

17

It added much needed atmosphere to the downtown core.

2/2/2016 11:19 AM

18

the atmosphere that was created was beneficial and the reactions of visitors & tourists was positive. Leaving a positive

2/1/2016 2:08 PM

impression for those visiting is important so they can go home and tell their friends and family.
19

the enterpenures doubtless did well although from what I noticed they(guests) lingered well beyond their meal, while
people watching, taking up seats while others stood in line or moved on to other restaurants.

2/1/2016 10:50 AM

20

Sitting outside is awesome

1/31/2016 6:43 PM

21

It was nice to see people outside, enjoying the ambiance. It would be even nicer if they did not have to breathe the

1/30/2016 4:27 PM

fumes from the cars going by.
22

I thought Papa George's did the best. The area looked nice with the wooden fence, and the area was contained.

1/30/2016 3:02 PM

23

The town looked alive.

1/29/2016 6:43 PM

24

I'm not in favour of sidewalk seating.

1/29/2016 1:56 PM

25

Some locations worked well without inhibiting foot traffic.

1/29/2016 10:39 AM

26

Nothing. Don't ever do it again. Please

1/28/2016 9:48 PM

27

The brew pub patio was great, having a beer on the patio is the best

1/28/2016 5:09 PM

28

Many people did use the outside seating.

1/28/2016 4:43 PM

29

it's hospitable, it's the thing to do while visiting, it's a boost for business, visitors love it and on nice, warm, sunny days

1/28/2016 3:49 PM

it's relaxing and you can have your dog with you!!!!!
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30

The outdoor seating is a pleasant dining experience.

1/28/2016 1:55 PM

31

Be able to enjoy a good meal outside

1/28/2016 12:55 PM

32

Did not feel it was a good idea at all so not able to give positive feedback.

1/28/2016 10:36 AM

33

Some restaurants did a nice job with their table, chairs, added flower pots.

1/28/2016 8:40 AM

34

Cassios, Brew Pub and Astoria worked well space wise. Coco's and Northface were a bit of a joke!

1/27/2016 5:16 PM

35

Raven, Cafe Mundo, Brewpub and a few others were well planned and had enough room for the pedestrian traffic.

1/27/2016 10:50 AM

36

It gave the community an International flavour.

1/26/2016 1:58 PM

37

We had a perfect summer and seating outside is way much better to experience the Rockies.

1/26/2016 8:42 AM

38

Only three places got it right (mentioned in the above #1 comment).

1/25/2016 2:57 PM

39

Nothing went well.

1/25/2016 2:00 PM

40

It was a nice sunny summer...

1/25/2016 1:45 PM

41

Papa Georges and Something Else restaurant looked good.

1/25/2016 1:23 PM

42

Great atmosphere

1/25/2016 10:21 AM

43

Some establishments did and excellent job of setting up their seating area

1/25/2016 9:49 AM

44

For the most part, it did not seem to be a problem for people on the sidewalks; people seemed happy to be using the
option.

1/25/2016 9:10 AM

45

The patios on Connaught where there was adequate space were always full with guests enjoying themselves.

1/25/2016 9:00 AM

46

Not too much

1/24/2016 8:33 PM

47

Another relaxing outdoor experience for Jasper.

1/24/2016 1:35 PM

48

Created an energetic vibe to the streets of Jasper.

1/24/2016 1:26 PM

49

Pedestrian traffic was not impeded ,from what I observed.

1/24/2016 7:42 AM

50

JUs the opportunity to sit outside for tourists.

1/23/2016 4:24 PM

51

I feel the outside seating does create a great atmosphere on a nice day.

1/23/2016 2:11 PM

52

The small tables for 2 that some restaurants used, without taking over the sidewalk.

1/23/2016 2:00 PM

53

The opportunity is great. Perhaps we can reduce parking space in front of select areas on Connaught drive to expand

1/23/2016 1:10 PM

the sidewalk area if outside seating is a priority
54

Where there was room, could be effective.

1/22/2016 10:52 PM

55

The fact that it is available. Due to the way the town is situated there are two patios Tonquin Inn & JPL that have late

1/22/2016 5:22 PM

afternoon/evening sun. There is a roof top option at JPP but not everyone's cup of tea. Having the opportunity to sit
outside in the sun for lunch and the afternoon is definitely a positive visitor and locals experience.
56

Well used.

1/22/2016 4:44 PM

57

Having seating outside was a draw for those businesses that had it.

1/22/2016 12:28 PM

58

The seating on Connaught was spectacular

1/22/2016 12:26 PM

59

Visitor enjoyment.

1/22/2016 12:08 PM

60

More seating for people; able to sit outdoors.

1/22/2016 11:58 AM

61

Lively atmosphere. Opportunity to enjoy the town from a different perspective.

1/22/2016 11:10 AM

62

Interactions! It made the street come alive and engage us all.

1/22/2016 10:01 AM

63

Gives flair to our town. Friendly atmosphere. Promotes communication between different groups of visitors and locals.

1/22/2016 9:05 AM

64

It created a really nice outdoor atmosphere and a cool buzz downtown!

1/22/2016 9:04 AM

65

Enjoyable to enjoy a meal or coffee out on a beautiful day surrounded by the beauty of our mountains

1/21/2016 9:59 PM

66

Huge sense of community. Love that tourists mingled with locals and everyone felt at home.

1/21/2016 9:43 PM
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67

I felt it created a great opportunity to enjoy the town, good food, the outdoors and mountain views. I think it created a

1/21/2016 9:02 PM

wonderful atmosphere particularly on Connaught.
68

If you spill something nothing but a bucket of water and voolaa it's gone.

1/21/2016 6:59 PM

69

allowed people to enjoy their meals outdoors and more a part of the energy of the town.

1/21/2016 6:26 PM

70

Extra space for people to enjoy the outdoors.

1/21/2016 4:39 PM

71

Well thought out barriers around tables delineated seating area while ensuring no infringement on rest of sidewalk.

1/21/2016 4:39 PM

72

Some places did it right when the tables were not directly on the sidewalk.

1/21/2016 2:37 PM

73

Some of the new patios were beautiful.

1/21/2016 12:00 PM

74

nothing,except probable violations of the liquor act and restaurant seating limits that nobody was checking,not enough

1/21/2016 11:47 AM

parking that is charged for but doesn't exist
75

People want to be outside in Jasper, only 2 places offered that before the patios.

1/21/2016 10:17 AM

76

Extra seats

1/21/2016 9:27 AM

77

It added atmosphere

1/21/2016 9:25 AM

78

Makes the town look vibrant . Great for more social atmosphere.

1/21/2016 9:10 AM

79

The test businesses respected their areas and managed them well. There was a sense of pride with their

1/21/2016 9:04 AM

presentations.
80

People enjoyed themselves. It created a more vibrant and festive atmosphere downtown.

1/21/2016 8:54 AM

81

Brew pub, Cassios were exceptional

1/21/2016 8:36 AM

82

Great visual access to Jaspers beauty

1/21/2016 7:27 AM

83

its nice to see people enjoying the views and fresh air on the street

1/20/2016 10:31 PM

84

Finally being able to sit outside and enjoy the sights and sounds of town

1/20/2016 8:45 PM

85

everything

1/20/2016 7:43 PM

86

It looked nice in some areas

1/20/2016 7:25 PM

87

sitting at papa George's for breakfast taking in the spectacular view.

1/20/2016 7:18 PM

88

Being able to people watch or let your mind wander while staring toward one of the many peaks in the area instead of

1/20/2016 7:13 PM

being stuck inside.
89

Everything. Every patio seemed to have its own unique twist on the respective business. Which brought a lot of

1/20/2016 6:50 PM

variation and really spruced up the look of the restaurants downtown.
90

For the most part the restaurants did a nice job of making the patios look clean and inviting. Papa George's railing, for
example was very attractive.

1/20/2016 5:04 PM

91

Patrons really enjoyed the outdoor seating.

1/20/2016 3:34 PM

92

It is nice to have a meal outdoors if the effort is made to make it nice.

1/20/2016 2:18 PM

93

It added some character to the downtown area.

1/20/2016 10:32 AM

94

The establishments that really took the program seriously and put effort into making there outdoor space look inviting
and clean

1/20/2016 10:19 AM

95

People looked very happy eating outside.

1/20/2016 6:41 AM

96

when weather is good it gives energy to the downtown. people love the views!

1/19/2016 9:44 PM

97

It adds to visitor experience. More options and choices.

1/19/2016 9:21 PM

98

You get a very good view, from the sidewalk, of the mountains, the town and the people walking inches from your

1/19/2016 9:10 PM

dinner.
99

Connaught with it's wider sidewalks was better Too much congestion on Patricia st sidewalks

1/19/2016 9:05 PM

100

I liked the restaurants on Connaught Dr having tables outside because there is enough room on the double side

1/19/2016 7:38 PM

walks.
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101

Cleanliness, most businesses had good seating plans, shade, good service. We didn't get caught in any rain or wind
storms.

1/19/2016 7:36 PM

102

Nothing

1/19/2016 7:08 PM

103

In certain places, the seating created an awesome, welcoming, and relaxed atmosphere which suits Jasper very well.

1/19/2016 6:34 PM

104

Provides outdoor dining experience

1/19/2016 6:29 PM

105

seemed to have been well utilized

1/19/2016 2:47 PM

106

The added ambience and dining experience. Sort of gives customers more choices.

1/19/2016 10:38 AM

107

The sidewalk seating on Connaught street were perfect, lots of space for the walking traffic and great views for the

1/19/2016 9:46 AM

ones enjoying a drink or meal. The colors of the chairs and umbrellas were very warm, attractive and welcoming for
locals and tourists.
108

The establishments that had a reasonable amount of room to work with worked well. The others were a hinderance for

1/18/2016 1:37 PM

pedestrian traffic.
109

Great when non-problematic!

1/18/2016 12:07 PM

110

The few establishments that already had a ready made space for tables and chairs were fine and looked good.

1/18/2016 12:01 PM

111

Loved the Connaught street seating it made for a wonderful meal experience and buisnesses did an excellent job in
making patios look nice.

1/18/2016 9:06 AM

112

People come to experience the mountains and outdoors, there's nothing better than relaxing with some good food and
a beverage in the great outdoors!

1/18/2016 8:50 AM

113

Nothing, I hated it

1/17/2016 10:00 PM

114

Some areas were fine and other places were not, as mentioned above, the side walk is not wide enough

1/17/2016 7:08 PM

115

Local coffee shops and restaurants saw an increase in business

1/17/2016 6:41 PM

116

More seating, people could enjoy the outdoors.

1/17/2016 5:36 PM

117

Some businesses did a good job of keeping their patio's clean and professional.

1/17/2016 5:23 PM

118

Nothing.

1/17/2016 9:26 AM

119

It was so nice to be able to sit outside at local establishments. My favorite part was the many times acquatances

1/17/2016 7:52 AM

walked by and ended up joining us.
120

The site where tables were separated from sidewalks by a structural barrier like Something Else or Kabob & Curry

1/16/2016 10:14 PM

House.
121

Was looking beautiful.

1/16/2016 10:00 PM

122

Everything was looking great. Town looks more cultural.

1/16/2016 9:44 PM

123

The pigeons had more to eat.

1/16/2016 8:40 PM

124

the good weather was helpful.

1/16/2016 12:23 PM

125

nothing. owners showed usual greed and took up every inch they could with no regard for anything but their increasing

1/16/2016 11:58 AM

revenue
126

Ok if they were not encroaching on the public sidewalk

1/16/2016 9:34 AM

127

Cleanliness. Bringing tourists out into the outdoors and being a part of the 'living' of the town while enjoying their meals

1/15/2016 6:01 PM

and refreshments.
128

The opportunity it provided to enjoy summer.

1/15/2016 4:44 PM

129

Busy looking place

1/15/2016 3:34 PM

130

It kept people social and in the downtown core

1/15/2016 2:57 PM

131

Gave town a bit of a ? eclectic ? european feel. So many of our travelers come from places where street bistros are
common.

1/15/2016 2:15 PM

132

nothing except the profit in business pockets

1/15/2016 2:04 PM

133

Sometging Else had the only spot on Patricia that was not obstructing and Jasper Brewpub waa OK on Connaught but
not very secure in terms of liquor service.

1/15/2016 1:17 PM
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134

Nothing. Are sidewalk are not big enough for sidewalk patios.

1/15/2016 1:14 PM

135

Nothing

1/15/2016 11:11 AM

136

Tourists are able to eat outside and have an amazing view.

1/15/2016 9:29 AM

137

Town was looking more attractive

1/15/2016 9:29 AM

138

It brought a great outdoor atmosphere for many more travelers coming through town, which in Jasper isn't that what
it's all about?

1/15/2016 9:27 AM

139

I'm sure it increased foot traffic to most places, and who wouldn't want to sit outside?

1/15/2016 9:19 AM

140

NOTHING

1/15/2016 9:07 AM

141

Nothing, it took up to much space.

1/15/2016 8:39 AM

142

It created great ambiance and excellent visibility for businesses. It was particularly good on Connaught.

1/15/2016 8:23 AM

143

Brewpub had great seating. Well thought out and matched Jasper's image. Cocos should not be allowed again.

1/15/2016 7:38 AM

144

It brought in more people to restaurants. I even tried a couple different restaurants knowing they had a place to sit

1/15/2016 12:31 AM

outside.
145

Negative

1/15/2016 12:27 AM

146

Nothing

1/14/2016 11:53 PM

147

Some restaurants created a beautiful atmosphere to enjoy a drink and meal

1/14/2016 10:23 PM

148

The weather

1/14/2016 10:20 PM

149

Being outside allows ppl to enjoy the outdoors even more, to really sit vack snd enjoy the fresh air... a reason some

1/14/2016 8:11 PM

ppl come to tge mtns to begin with.
150

More space for small places

1/14/2016 7:23 PM

151

More lively feel.

1/14/2016 7:08 PM

152

Nothing.

1/14/2016 7:00 PM

153

More revenue from extra seating for businesses

1/14/2016 6:37 PM

154

Our sidewalks were designed for this seeting.

1/14/2016 6:35 PM

155

It's great that restaurants can take advantage of additional seating

1/14/2016 6:09 PM

156

Visitors liked them.

1/14/2016 6:09 PM

157

Nothing!

1/14/2016 6:06 PM

158

Being able to enjoy the outdoors during meal times.

1/14/2016 4:45 PM

159

The great views that the seating offered.

1/14/2016 4:35 PM

160

A better experience for customers who prefer to dine outdoors. Pets could be close by and watched by patrons.

1/14/2016 4:34 PM

161

In my opinion nothing "went well"

1/14/2016 4:10 PM

162

the restaurants made more money but from a locals perspective I stayed away from downtown because of the
congestion as did others caused by this resulting in less business for other companies in town

1/14/2016 4:05 PM

163

Allowing outside seating contributes to "holiday in the mountains atmosphere"----feels friendlier.

1/14/2016 3:59 PM

164

I did not see any problems with the side walk seating. Most patios I saw were well kept and really added to the
aesthetics that Jasper has to offer. I did not see that it caused any traffic issues and I would love to see this program

1/14/2016 3:51 PM

continue!
165

Places like the brew pub who spend money and time on nice stuff did it right where as other just threw out some chairs
and tables

1/14/2016 3:26 PM

166

Looked good, I definitely went for a coffee or beer during daytime more often, since I didn't had to spend that time
inside.

1/14/2016 3:19 PM

167

Summer is short in Jasper and we have beautiful scenery, the opportunity to enjoy it while dining was superb.

1/14/2016 2:56 PM

168

It lost sidewalk

1/14/2016 2:52 PM

169

We loved it!

1/14/2016 2:50 PM
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170

People used the seating areas

1/14/2016 2:49 PM

171

It made the town seem more alive, with more to do from a visitors perspective. For the residents, it seemed like more

1/14/2016 2:49 PM

residents spent time frequenting the local restaurants, and enjoying being outdoors and supporting each other's
businesses.
172

Creates a welcoming and energetic atmosphere when walking around the townsite.

1/14/2016 2:30 PM

173

I'm sure restaurants loved it because of an increase to total revenue due to increased seating, but it was a total
disaster for everyone else walking. It caused so much sidewalk congestion.

1/14/2016 2:28 PM

174

Think papa George's brew pub and casinos did a great job with their patios

1/14/2016 2:27 PM

175

The buzz and excitement it created in the downtown core.

1/14/2016 2:27 PM

176

Nothing

1/14/2016 1:35 PM

177

The Brew Pub, Papa George's and Cassio's met the guidelines the best. They invested in the space with professional
rails, tables and decor. They were a real asset to the visual impact of Connaught Drive.

1/13/2016 7:45 PM

178

Connaught street

1/13/2016 6:33 PM
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Q4 What suggestions do you have to
improve the program?
Answered: 173

Skipped: 80

#

Responses

Date

1

The sidewalk seating at Coco's was always in the way.

2/15/2016 1:48 PM

2

None...I don't think there was enough room to allow this to work.

2/13/2016 9:45 PM

3

On those same buzz-filled evenings, I'd also go down Patricia only to see that they had none of that buzz going on.
And even in daytime, this street suffers from heavy traffic & too little sidewalk to share with strollers, people walking,

2/13/2016 1:00 PM

sightseers, buses, huge trucks, people driving down the street the wrong way .... Why not do at least a trial run of
closing down the length of Patricia from the adult learning centre to Earls (just for the summer)? It would be safer for
pedestrians, not really much of a loss of parking because there is limited parking to begin with. You would promote
more pedestrian traffic. An alternative solution that would allow cars to get through to the grocery store parking would
be for the municipality to put large planters in that would allow single lane traffic, no parking. Tables could be set up
inside the planter area. Throw in a few park benches. Night market set up inside this area after 5pm would be great ...
maybe the same businesses that do the McCready Centre market.
4

Please discontinue it.

2/13/2016 12:05 PM

5

Stop it

2/13/2016 12:02 PM

6

Widen the sidewalks.

2/13/2016 11:57 AM

7

Make sure motorist can exit cars when parked at curb .

2/12/2016 3:15 PM

8

See above!!!

2/11/2016 4:17 PM

9

Nothing. There's just not enough room.

2/10/2016 7:46 PM

10

Not sure how to improve. Maybe not allowing those congested areas to exists? But then that isn't fair for those
businesses that happen to be in those areas.

2/8/2016 11:13 PM

11

Close Patricia street to vehicles, have pedistrian traffic only, and then have outdoor seating there.

2/8/2016 1:54 PM

12

Giving a bit more room so that there are more the two tables at some restaurants. That looks silly. Should have at least
4.

2/8/2016 10:49 AM

13

Keep operators within the site guidelines, ensure all health code standards are maintained, define how dogs fit into this
model as there was lots of inconsistency by operators and what was allowed, enforce requirements for cleanliness and

2/3/2016 7:55 PM

also ownership of the street the operators are using. Use common sense in arbitration of disputes while respecting the
guidelines.
14

Make the side walks wider to accommodate all those tables, sandwich signs, bikes and pathetic trees.

2/2/2016 11:01 PM

15

More staffing if there is going to be a permanent patio, as well as making sure that patios do not block sidewalks when
the sidewalk traffic is the busiest. I would also love to see Patricia in the main few blocks be closed to vehicle traffic in

2/2/2016 1:13 PM

the summer to avoid overcrowded sidewalks and drivers who do not seem to care about foot traffic. I would also like to
see the legion have their set up in the parking lot as the traffic along Geike is less than ideal and the sun on that side
makes it very difficult to enjoy.
16

Get more involved and potentially have a one block closure in mid summer for a market with dining.

2/2/2016 11:19 AM

17

Create a standard for those businesses as to how they define their sidewalk 'area'. For example a couple businesses
had painted lines on sidewalks which were less appealing. Businesses such as Evil Daves, Jasper Brewing Company

2/1/2016 2:08 PM

invested in great infrastructure in place to define their 'areas'.
18

do away with the program and resist the pressure from greedy businesses.

2/1/2016 10:50 AM

19

Scrap it, or contain it to venues on connaught Dr, or have potable patios parks on the street like in Golden.

1/31/2016 6:43 PM

20

Pedestrian zone, Patricia street, from Hazel to Miette Avenues.

1/30/2016 4:27 PM

21

Not all the restaurants have room for outdoor seating. Cocos was definitely too spread out. A real bottleneck area.

1/30/2016 3:02 PM

22

Restrict which locations are allowed to operate outdoors based on sidewalk width.

1/29/2016 10:39 AM
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23

If you have to continue it then at least put a limit on the types of tables you can have. It should be only a couple tables

1/28/2016 9:48 PM

of 2 rather than places like the brew pub putting such large tables out.
24

They worked mostly well on Connaught where the sidewalks are quite large, but some of the ones on Patricia did not
work and were in the way.

1/28/2016 5:09 PM

25

Either expand the sidewalks or make restaurants build a patio on their own space. L&W, Olive Bistro, Something Else
and a few other restaurants have done so and it seems to work great for them. They also take up no sidewalk space.

1/28/2016 4:43 PM

Getting rid of the trees and their sidewalk plots on Patricia street would propably help if the Municipality ends up being
dead set on this sidewalk seating.
26

close Patricia street to traffic, sidewalk seating will be the natural thing to do - sidewalks on Connaught are wider, no

1/28/2016 3:49 PM

problem there...
27

Ensure that there is enough room for pedestrians and outdoor seating. A fence between pedestrians and diners is a

1/28/2016 1:55 PM

good idea.
28

Better control of litter and make sure there is good flow of foot traffic

1/28/2016 12:55 PM

29

Make business area of Patricia Street (from learning centre to post office) pedestrian only, as in no vehicle access.

1/28/2016 10:36 AM

Then open cafe's or extended seating would not be a hazard.
30

I don't quite understand some restaurants who already had patio seating in place, like Something Else and Jasper
Pizza Place, and it worked fine but then they moved more out into the street.

1/28/2016 8:40 AM

31

Should be limitations on how the sidewalk area is affected

1/27/2016 5:16 PM

32

I think if you want to continue with the program make sure that people with disabilities are able to easily navigate the

1/27/2016 10:50 AM

streets easily
33

Take a look at moving out into the street as Banff did. Make sure that all adhere to the guidelines.

1/26/2016 1:58 PM

34

You can have it on the other side of the street and keep the side walk for pedestrians

1/26/2016 10:58 AM

35

that will be nice if they could increase the sidewalk seating.

1/26/2016 8:42 AM

36

Absolutely no outdoor seating on Patricia Street. There is no room between the pedestrians and bike racks. Coco's
seating was ridiculous.

1/25/2016 2:57 PM

37

The months of July and Aug to close Patricia St from Evil Dave's to the post office from 4-9 pm on weekends to allow
for walking and shopping. Have seating and music playing thru out that section. It works in every other town Calgary
and Revelstoke ,for example.

1/25/2016 2:00 PM

38

Get rid of it.

1/25/2016 1:45 PM

39

Not have it for narrow/cramped sidewalks where there's bike parking, dogs, skateboard stands all together.

1/25/2016 1:23 PM

40

Better enforcement of cyclists and skateboarders using the sidewalk

1/25/2016 10:21 AM

41

Some sidewalk seating on Patricia (Coco's) took up most of the sidewalk. Pedestrians had to take to the streets in
some cases to get by. Restaurateurs should have clear guidelines as to how much of the sidewalk they can utilize

1/25/2016 9:56 AM

42

There were some areas that the sidewalk was not wide enough and created congestion

1/25/2016 9:49 AM

43

Ensure that the areas are well marked off

1/25/2016 9:10 AM

44

Widen the sidewalks. This is too expensive & no actual room for such notions so maybe the best idea is to scrape the

1/24/2016 8:33 PM

whole idea all together.
45

Some areas too congested.

1/24/2016 1:35 PM

46

Close Patricia street if you are going to have outdoor seating as the sides are crowded already during the summer

1/24/2016 1:18 PM

47

In areas near sidewalk seating, restrict the presence of pet dogs. They are not allowed near indoor seating areas ,
why are they allowed near outdoor dining areas? This is a health issue!

1/24/2016 7:42 AM

48

Some of the seating areas need to be made narrower as they take up too much space, esp. where there is a bike rack

1/23/2016 4:24 PM

or trees on the sidewalk also (and those aren't negotiable). The worst place, in my opinion, was CoCo's, but there
were some others on Connaught too.
49

I don't know how the congestion could be fixed. In order to have the seating it only leaves one small section to walk

1/23/2016 2:11 PM

on. I did notice in banff on one street the took away a few parking stalls and made a patio of sorts off of the side walk.
That being said our parking is tight as it is so would we want to lose stalls
50

If it is continued, no bars on the sidewalks. Tables should only take up to a maximum of 1/3 of it.
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51

Have a minimum standard sidewalk width for walkways. Eg. What is the distance between bike racks and the tables.
The bottlenecks were particularly bad by the brewhouse.

1/23/2016 1:10 PM

52

Particularly in Patricia street, there was NOT enough room to pass for pedestrians and particularly for wheelchairs and

1/22/2016 10:52 PM

foemthenelderlybin their scooters. We had to double way back in the block in order to make safe passage with the
elderly as the sidewalk does not slope off in that areas. Particularly by cocos.
53

Expand it where possible. Move planter or garbage containers to make room for potential sidewalk seating where it
could be made available.

1/22/2016 5:22 PM

54

Remove bike racks or trees that are too close to the outside dining areas.

1/22/2016 12:28 PM

55

Remove the seating on Patricia.

1/22/2016 12:26 PM

56

Close down two block stretch on Patricia Street in the summer to create more room for patios and pedestrians.

1/22/2016 12:08 PM

57

See comment to question 1.

1/22/2016 11:58 AM

58

DREAM BIG - QUIT THINKING SMALL. Close Patricia to cars. Expand the sidewalk seating. Add buskers. Create a
festival atmosphere!

1/22/2016 10:01 AM

59

See 2. above

1/22/2016 9:05 AM

60

Close down Patricia street to cars and have a pedestrian only street with buskers and roomy outdoor patios.

1/22/2016 9:04 AM

61

Some restaurants simply do not work to facilitate the outdoor seating .. People trying to maneuver strollers or

1/21/2016 9:59 PM

wheelchairs thru congested narrow sidewalks because tables are being moved further into sidewalk space for patron
comfort ... That just doesn't work and becomes very frustrating .. Also the little fencing or chain link borders put up
were not pleasant to look at and we're just ridiculous as people just moved the tables anyway ( cocos)
62

Ignore the grouchy ones who complain!

1/21/2016 9:43 PM

63

Although some businesses adjested their furnishings, I feel better planning is still needed on the patios in high traffic

1/21/2016 9:02 PM

area on Patrica.
64

A dog area!

1/21/2016 6:59 PM

65

I think all the businesses adjusted to make it work well for the space they had available.

1/21/2016 6:26 PM

66

On Patricia Street the tables seemed to really stick out where the trees have those large "grate" looking things at the
bottom. I saw someone in a wheelchair not able to get by Coco's Café and the tree. The area was much too narrow.
People just stared at the poor guy until we said something and they moved their table. That was really awkward.

1/21/2016 4:39 PM

67

Bylaw enforcement was apparent in 2015 and necessary. This should continue in future years, so businesses do not
become lax with boundaries.

1/21/2016 4:39 PM

68

Only allow where there is room.

1/21/2016 3:16 PM

69

I don't think you can.

1/21/2016 2:37 PM

70

A few seating areas were just thrown together and out of place.

1/21/2016 12:00 PM

71

cancel it

1/21/2016 11:47 AM

72

Shut pat street to traffic downtown and set up bigger patios with the street as the side walk

1/21/2016 10:17 AM

73

A map of all the outdoor seating venues posted for visitors.

1/21/2016 9:10 AM

74

encourage more overall tidiness bay ALL businesses, not only up front, but in the alleys as well.

1/21/2016 9:04 AM

75

Lots of tippy tables out there last summer. I would like to see more permanent patio platforms and structures created.
Nelson BC has some great examples in their downtown core. Some Jasper restaurants threw up some pretty weak

1/21/2016 8:54 AM

patios last summer and it cheapened the concept and detracted from the visitor experience.
76

Fenced off, and a good distance between each restaurant, one per block

1/21/2016 8:36 AM

77

Close the downtown core of Patricia street to pedestrian traffic only. Allowing patio expansion to vendors

1/21/2016 7:27 AM

78

Limit the amount t of stuff ie. Fences flower pots added signage. Got way out of hand.

1/20/2016 10:31 PM

79

Close Patrucia from the L&W corner to the B and expand the program with a summer long festival series

1/20/2016 8:45 PM

80

Some spaces didn't have enough sidewalk so it was a little tight. People did complain about not having enough room

1/20/2016 8:07 PM

for strollers.
81

not questioning it

1/20/2016 7:43 PM
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82

Not allow it to go out so far... The sidewalks become really crowded.

1/20/2016 7:25 PM

83

more sidewalk patios

1/20/2016 7:18 PM

84

Allowing more permanent fencing.

1/20/2016 7:13 PM

85

Possibly considering allowing the entire downtown core (Patricia Street) to be walking and biking only - no cars.

1/20/2016 6:50 PM

86

I was recently in Montreal where there is a lot of sidewalk seating on streets with narrow sidewalks. Instead of having
the patio on the sidewalk, they instead rope off the parking space adjacent to the restaurant. While some may say this
takes parking away from the downtown, it really won't be that many stalls. I feel Jasper's downtown is so car heavy it

1/20/2016 5:04 PM

actually deters pedestrians and prevents people from lingering there. By breaking it up with some patios, I think it
seems friendlier.
87

Allow people with dogs. Many people travel with their dogs, the many pet friendly websites atest to this we should be
more accomadating.

1/20/2016 3:34 PM

88

If the owners are going to have it then they should put some money into it and Make it nice. There should be some

1/20/2016 2:18 PM

rules regarding room for the service and it should not be at the cost of pedestrian traffic. Keep bikes off the sidewalks.
there should also be improvements for the staff having to serve the areas. It did not look to me that it was handy or
well thought out.
89

Locations need to be setup that do not cause pedestrian congestion. Some areas were difficult to bypass.

1/20/2016 10:56 AM

90

I don't feel that the outdoor music at Earl's or Something Else is necessary. Sort of noise pollution in my mind, and this

1/20/2016 10:32 AM

should not continue.
91

It would be beneficial to the program to have the spaces defined by a barrier of some sort like Cassio's did. If there is

1/20/2016 10:19 AM

no defined space then patrons would move the tables and chairs over the space.
92

Improved space management to accommodate walkers on the sidewalks. Closing the 600 block of Patricia St. to cars.

1/20/2016 6:41 AM

93

Narrow the boundaries of use-able public space. Place a lower limit on the amount of space used for sidewalk seating,

1/20/2016 12:42 AM

and enforce tighter limits.
94

some sidewalks were too small for seating. consider being able to jut into the parking lane. positioning garbage cans
and bike racks in the parking lane.

1/19/2016 9:44 PM

95

Close the street at 6 pm to vehicular traffic and have the seating on the street, like they do all over the world.

1/19/2016 9:10 PM

96

To only have the outdoor seating on the side walks that are double wide.

1/19/2016 7:38 PM

97

Keep it off the sidewalk on Patricia St, too congested. I thought the Connaught Dr sites worked better

1/19/2016 7:36 PM

98

Get rid of it!!!!!!!!

1/19/2016 7:08 PM

99

Encouraging businesses to not put up fences, particularly metal / solid fences. It removes the relaxed / free flowing

1/19/2016 6:34 PM

feeling and makes you feel like just an extension of the business instead of an embracing of the Jasper lifestyle /
experience.
100

Resolve congestion on sidewalks

1/19/2016 6:29 PM

101

A seasonal shut down of Patricia Street to all vehicle traffic from June till September from the corner of Evil Dave’s to
Our Native Land. This would improve foot traffic for local businesses and also take away any traffic safety concerns of
people caused by the increased summer traffic.

1/19/2016 2:53 PM

102

Need to limit the entire usage to 4 feet. Flower pots should be located within the 4 foot allowance. ie Something Else
and Cassios. The should be a barrier or fence.

1/19/2016 10:38 AM

103

I did not like the seating in front of coco's for many reasons; the amount of walking traffic in daytime is too much for
the little space left available to walk, also for wheel chairs or strollers it it very annoying to apologize between every
seating customer. I believe that the table should be kept just on the store side and not the road side. That would work

1/19/2016 9:46 AM

best.
104

If you want it to be workable you need to prohibit any vehicles on Patricia street in the downtown core from Victoria

1/18/2016 1:37 PM

Day to Labour Day.
105

If there must be fences around the tables they should be all be the same type. There were restaurants that had plastic
chains around their tables and it looked cheap.

1/18/2016 12:01 PM

106

In some locations the sidewalks were a little congested, perhaps seating should be limited in front of those
businesses.

1/18/2016 8:50 AM
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107

We should close Patricia st to vehicle traffic all summer. Make it a pedestrian only space and then restaurant seeing
could be the while street. Encourages exercise, environmentalism, and a healthy mountain lifestyle. Whistler does it

1/17/2016 11:13 PM

and it's very successful.
108

Close off Patricia street to pedestrians in the summer, then you can have all the seating in the world!!

1/17/2016 10:00 PM

109

You need to close Patricia Street between L & W and Smitty's so people can walk in the street because the pavement

1/17/2016 9:52 PM

is too narrow
110

Perhaps only where sidewalks are wide enough

1/17/2016 7:08 PM

111

Maybe have the parking spaces in front of the businesses with less space closed ? Or allow a temporary patio to be

1/17/2016 6:41 PM

built and a walk way around in the closed parking stall ?
112

Allow it only on double wide sidewalks (Connaught). Ensure restaurants have good railings or fences. When there

1/17/2016 5:36 PM

wasn't good railings or fences chairs and tables tended to move beyond their allocated space.
113

I would suggest that the program be removed however if it stayed I would suggest the seating areas be smaller and
that they are carefully monitored.

1/17/2016 5:23 PM

114

Don't let coco's have outdoor seating. A) There's not enough space. B) People use it has a bike rack. C) Their patio
furniture looks like spray painted garbage.

1/17/2016 4:19 PM

115

make them clean up and actually enforce it have business buy appropriate butt containers where applicable

1/17/2016 10:41 AM

116

Eliminate it completely OR institute stringent rules and guidelines regarding permitted areas, i.e. sidewalk width and
max square footage etc., commercially acceptable furniture, and concept sketches and plans that guarantee visitors

1/17/2016 9:26 AM

an acceptable al fresco experience.
117

Not every restaurant is well situated to have sidewalk tables. E.g. Coco's, Papa Georges, Evil Daves. Just because

1/16/2016 10:14 PM

they want outdoor seating doesn't mean they should have it! As a customer I would not appreciate being that close to
the walking public while trying to eat my meal. As a pedestrian, I found the pinch points unacceptable on any day, and
especially nasty on busy days. Remember that our sidewalks may appear wide, but infrastructure such as bike racks,
enclosed trees, garbage/recycling bins, benches and the very large planters already take up a lot of space. Adding
tables and seating to the mix doesn't work in every location. Throw in oversized strollers trying go get through the
narrow spaces and it's not pretty picture.
118

No patios seating on the town sidewalk. If it must stay at least bring it down to a table for 2 width only.

1/16/2016 8:40 PM

119

Only allow business with building set back to offer side walk seating no room to get by when patrons pull chairs back

1/16/2016 6:04 PM

120

Some sidewalks just aren't wide enough to accommodate outdoor seating. Cocos is one example of this.

1/16/2016 12:23 PM

121

50% private land 50% public sidewalk

1/16/2016 9:34 AM

122

The restaurants should have to incorporate a plan into their existing layout so walking space isn't jeopardized.

1/15/2016 6:01 PM

123

Ensure that there is a standard for how much space must be left for people to walk by. I HATED when people were
struggling to get by tables, just trying to walk down the sidewalk. It was uncomfortable for the pedestrians and

1/15/2016 5:44 PM

uncomfortable for the diners. Another suggestion is allowing some of the parking stalls to be used for seating like they
do on Whyte Avenue in Edmonton. I believe they build up a wooden platform for the tables and chairs to be on top of.
124

Make sure those participating leave room so that people can still walk down the street.

1/15/2016 4:44 PM

125

Maybe a few more stipulations. Some areas were very inappropriate. Like they did not belong.

1/15/2016 3:23 PM

126

If it continues-bylaw officers need to monitor it much more closely to avoid sidewalks being blocked for strollers and
wheelchairs.

1/15/2016 3:07 PM

127

Go down to one lane driving only. Take over the parking lanes for sidewalk seating.

1/15/2016 2:57 PM

128

Allow adequate walking room that allows for more than single file

1/15/2016 1:29 PM

129

Stop it unless you plan on closing off Patricia Street and have the road become the sidewalk.

1/15/2016 1:17 PM

130

Take it away.

1/15/2016 1:14 PM

131

Unfortunately I think downtown is already cluttered and the seating has made it difficult to walk with groceries, a
walker, with your dog or children.

1/15/2016 9:29 AM

132

On Patricia Street the patio dimensions could be shortened in the most congested areas.

1/15/2016 9:27 AM

133

N/A

1/15/2016 9:19 AM

134

get rid of it.

1/15/2016 9:07 AM
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135

Don't do it, the sidewalks are already busy enough with all the tourists.

1/15/2016 8:39 AM

136

Things were a little tight on Patricia...it would be great if just the "main block of Patricia....from Evil Dave's to Our
Native Land could be blocked off to pedestrian during the summer. That way sidewalk seating would work better.

1/15/2016 8:23 AM

137

Only allow where it doesn't affect pedestrian traffic. Might seem unfair but if you have no room too bad.

1/15/2016 7:38 AM

138

Better ropes/fences and making sure they don't take up a huge portion of ten sidewalk.

1/15/2016 12:31 AM

139

No seat on the street.

1/15/2016 12:27 AM

140

Some places seemed to be out more than they should

1/14/2016 11:53 PM

141

Make sure their is adequate room on the sidewalk to get by.

1/14/2016 10:23 PM

142

As above

1/14/2016 10:20 PM

143

None

1/14/2016 8:11 PM

144

Nothing

1/14/2016 7:23 PM

145

Some locations just don't work due to planters, signs, congestion. Pedestrians don't need to feel like they are in an
obstacle course. Each location needs to be evaluated individually.

1/14/2016 7:08 PM

146

Remove it.

1/14/2016 7:00 PM

147

Other than making sidewalks bigger there is not much you can do

1/14/2016 6:37 PM

148

Where ever I travel I always prefer to sit outside. In the okanagan; Kelowna, Penticton if a restaurant wants sidewalk

1/14/2016 6:35 PM

seeting they must buy the parking infront of their restaurants and build a walk around. I would be all for this idea
however since parking is already at such a premium in downtown Jasper this purchasing price or rental fee (summer
months) would have be significant enough that the town is able to benefit.
149

There needs to be a certain amount of sidewalk space available for passers by

1/14/2016 6:09 PM

150

Improve bylaws and monitoring. Make sure there is enough room for foot traffic to flow both ways, wheelchairs, ride on

1/14/2016 6:09 PM

scooters and strollers need more room to pass by.
151

Coco's, Other Paw and a few other places were too crowded.

1/14/2016 5:38 PM

152

I just think it is cumbersom

1/14/2016 5:23 PM

153

Wider sidewalk space for traffic, take note of where street signs are because they cause obstruction as well when next
to the outdoor seating area.

1/14/2016 4:35 PM

154

For businesses with minimum sidewalk after adding tables it should be stricter for approval. I saw people with strollers
and pets have to walk into traffic on the street just to get by.

1/14/2016 4:10 PM

155

Shut it down

1/14/2016 4:10 PM

156

don't allow business to impede the traffic on the sidewalk

1/14/2016 4:05 PM

157

Leave more room for a sidewalk.

1/14/2016 4:03 PM

158

Having a couple of tables jutting out onto the side walk(at some establishments) only created an obstacle course at

1/14/2016 3:59 PM

times & did nothing to enhance the atmosphere we're trying to create.Not all "side walk seating" should be allowed.
159

There was a couple restaurant that had a patio but did not put a real effort into the patio. It looked at though a couple

1/14/2016 3:51 PM

chairs were thrown on the side walk with some cheap dollar store plastic chain. Patios more like the brew pub and
Cassios were beautiful however.
160

Walking room should not be restricted to a couple feet. If there's not room to walk your bike down the intended

1/14/2016 3:26 PM

sidewalk then how can you have outside seats
161

Close off the streets if you want outdoor seating

1/14/2016 3:20 PM

162

Give restaurants permission to build a small patio on the street parking space in front of their restaurant (like

1/14/2016 3:19 PM

Canmore), since for some places, there wasn't enough space in front of the location to make it work (evil dave's), and
also some places patios where to small to get comfortable (cassios). Or in an ideal world make Patricia street
pedestrian!
163

Extend it to parking areas on the street. Or, better yet, close the whole street.

1/14/2016 2:56 PM

164

No more

1/14/2016 2:52 PM

165

It did not make sense in every area

1/14/2016 2:49 PM
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166

Make Patricia street a car free zone and have the restaurants spill out further on to the street. Even just start with
doing that 1 day a week to see how successful it could be.

1/14/2016 2:49 PM

167

Some areas were a little congested, but I feel there was an effort to correct this as the season progressed.

1/14/2016 2:30 PM

168

If restaurants want increased seating let them build patios similar to Earls. Sidewalks in Jasper aren't going to be
widened and pedestrians need to come before revenue.

1/14/2016 2:28 PM

169

No have patio setting on Patricia street

1/14/2016 2:27 PM

170

They need to create more space on the side walks for pedestrians to continue their day at the same time. Many of

1/14/2016 2:26 PM

them took up way too much sidewalk space that created traffic jams, and surely was unpleasant for the diners as well.
171

Eliminate the program all together!!

1/14/2016 1:35 PM

172

The space required to comfortably seat people outdoors is too great for the physical space on Patricia Street. If a

1/13/2016 7:45 PM

business currently has leased outdoor seating, this is often adequate (Something Else), without the need to take up
pedestrian space.
173

Not a great idea on Patricia. Sidewalks were really crowded. Much better on connaught where the sidewalks are
wider.
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Q5 Were the sidewalk seating areas kept
clean?
Answered: 235

Skipped: 18

Yes

No

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

Answer Choices

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

Responses

Yes

82.13%

193

No

17.87%

42

Total

235

#

Comments

Date

1

For the most part I think they were.

2/13/2016 9:45 PM

2

Overall yes, but operators need to understand they have a responsibility beyond their "patch of sidewalk" to ensure

2/3/2016 7:55 PM

the area surrounding their business is clean and well maintained.
3

Filth a crap on the sidewalks...always

2/2/2016 11:01 PM

4

With exception of Coco's spray painting a very messy square on the ground.

2/2/2016 1:13 PM

5

In most cases, this was not an issue.

2/1/2016 2:08 PM

6

not always

2/1/2016 10:50 AM

7

Some restaurants had a nice presentation, and others looked cheap and getto.

1/31/2016 6:43 PM

8

I think so.

1/30/2016 3:02 PM

9

Some were, some were not

1/30/2016 9:06 AM

10

Everytime I passed by they were usually dirty.

1/28/2016 9:48 PM

11

The restaurants were pretty good at keeping their areas clean.

1/28/2016 4:43 PM

12

most of them had floral arrangements, some gas heaters, some nicely fenced, definitely very homey with friendly
service, an easy thing to do when customers are just happy to sit, enjoy the sun, view, fresh air and people

1/28/2016 3:49 PM

watching....
13

As far as I could see the sidewalks were clean.

1/28/2016 1:55 PM

14

Staff lacking in cleaning tables (especially in front of KFC and Astoria) so garbage blowing around the street.

1/28/2016 10:36 AM

15

One could see where tables and chairs had been, stains, food, garbage. No one washed down their sidewalks, which
should have been done nightly. More birds taking advantage of food that was dropped.

1/28/2016 8:40 AM

16

The town did a great job.

1/26/2016 1:58 PM

17

The owners did a fantastic job.

1/26/2016 8:42 AM
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18

A &W had food left outside most times when I walked by (which was everyday).

1/25/2016 2:57 PM

19

On Patricia much of the sidewalk was taken up by the seating causing people to have to walk on the street during

1/25/2016 9:00 AM

traffic.
20

Cleanliness was not the issue. Space was the issue!

1/24/2016 8:33 PM

21

Muni should situate garbage receptacles at every 'outdoor seating'.area.

1/24/2016 1:35 PM

22

For the most part, except for the dogs!

1/24/2016 7:42 AM

23

Clean yes, but it was a crowded, cluttered look overall.

1/22/2016 11:58 AM

24

In general. Needs monitoring in the future, as the prototype gets accepted.

1/22/2016 9:05 AM

25

Very professional.

1/21/2016 9:43 PM

26

Depended on the restaurant.

1/21/2016 4:39 PM

27

I reported an establishment right by my apartment building for litter and broken glass. A hazard to children on their way
to school! The tables were left out and late night partiers took them over!

1/21/2016 2:37 PM

28

I didn't notice.

1/21/2016 12:00 PM

29

don't know

1/21/2016 11:47 AM

30

For the most part. The municipal street cleaning was a nice addition.

1/21/2016 9:04 AM

31

Where the tables where brought in at night the sidewalks where never cleaned .litter in the park? Needs more
enforcement

1/20/2016 10:31 PM

32

Most of the time.

1/20/2016 7:25 PM

33

Somewhat

1/20/2016 2:18 PM

34

I never noticed any issues with this when I was downtown.

1/20/2016 10:32 AM

35

Didn't notice.

1/20/2016 6:41 AM

36

During windy periods, items would blow away.

1/19/2016 9:10 PM

37

I didn't notice any additional litter on the street.

1/19/2016 7:36 PM

38

For the most part.

1/19/2016 7:08 PM

39

some areas were - some were not - I would suggest having the staff clean up the areas after the restaurant/bar closes
for the evening. the suggestion of cloth napkins would eliminate the blowing around of the usual napkins.

1/19/2016 2:47 PM

40

You could see where food/drink was spilled and not cleaned up.

1/18/2016 12:01 PM

41

I was rather impressed at the way the businesses provided comfortable, nice looking furniture and were careful to pick
up any debris.

1/18/2016 8:50 AM

42

Too much food waste and people feeding birds (unintentional and intentional). Food attractant heightened in the

1/17/2016 10:00 PM

national park.
43

For the most part it was clean. When it's busy it can be hard to maintain everything.

1/17/2016 4:19 PM

44

are you kidding !? sweeping stuff into gutters is not keeping there area clean dollar store has cheap dust pans
because most obvious do not own one

1/17/2016 10:41 AM

45

Some were, some were not. Some did not get the dishes away before the people left and birds were eating off the

1/16/2016 8:40 PM

plates.
46

I think so. I didn't notice any dirtiness.

1/16/2016 12:23 PM

47

some where bad first thing in the morning, sometimes even seeing vomit

1/15/2016 2:04 PM

48

Often found garbage flying around town on windy days,

1/15/2016 11:11 AM

49

Of course there are exceptions to every rule but I believe for the most part business owners took pride in their outdoor
seating areas.

1/15/2016 9:27 AM

50

as tiny as they were - its a foolish idea.

1/15/2016 9:07 AM

51

Mostly clean. Coco's was messy

1/15/2016 7:38 AM

52

it was dirty.

1/15/2016 12:27 AM
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53

Not allowing people to park overnight is difficult for downtown hotels that only have limited parking.

1/14/2016 10:23 PM

54

Reasonably!

1/14/2016 10:20 PM

55

Spraypaint? Really?

1/14/2016 7:00 PM

56

All sidewalks were discoloured in those areas due to grease from foods outside

1/14/2016 6:09 PM

57

Dirty food stains on the concrete. Smells we really bad

1/14/2016 6:06 PM

58

I don't recall only because I avoided the downtown area during the busiest times (because of overcrowded, narrow
sidewalks)

1/14/2016 4:35 PM

59

For the most part, the sidewalk seating was clean. Some restaurants need to bus the tables a little faster.

1/14/2016 4:34 PM

60

I would say yes and no, the tables in front of Cassios were surrounded by bird poop

1/14/2016 4:10 PM

61

every morning and throughout the day lots of excess garbage around the town and in the gutters close to these places

1/14/2016 4:05 PM

- should not be the responsibility of the Municipality to clean up
62

I saw a lot of business owners made a true effort to keep the patio area clean by sweeping every night

1/14/2016 3:51 PM

63

As clean as all the other places in town

1/14/2016 3:26 PM

64

Sometimes they were tidy, not always

1/14/2016 3:20 PM

65

Haven't noticed any which where not.

1/14/2016 3:19 PM

66

No! Saw food and napkins on the sidewalks all the time. Saw birds taking food from tables that were abandoned and

1/14/2016 1:35 PM

not cleaned up right away. Even the grounds crew for the MOJ were commenting on the huge amount of garbage they
were now having to clean up from the sidewalk seating.
67

Clean vs looking like it belongs and fits into the streetscape? Generally the seating areas were clean. One business
abandoned their seating, leaving out a table and a few chairs. The A&W seating looked like it was just plunked there.
They also appeared to not follow the guidelines as there was little to no barrier or planters.

1/13/2016 7:45 PM

68

Not really. Most did but a few were not kept up.

1/13/2016 6:33 PM

69

In some cases there was very little walking area by restaurants as they tried to get as much outdoor seating as
possible. That did not enhance the appearance of the outdoor seating.

1/13/2016 5:07 PM
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Q6 Were the furnishings used for the
project (chairs, tables, fencing, bollards,
planters, etc.) appropriate?
Answered: 242

Skipped: 11
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Responses

Yes

75.21%

182

No

24.79%

60

Total

242

#

Comments

Date

1

Some businesses did way better than others & you could see it in the customer response. The businesses that had
some planters, something that softened the landscape, wood barriers etc. Those who just threw a couple of tin tables
outside with no decoration were a bit sad & that was reflected in the very few people who would use this seating.

2/13/2016 1:00 PM

Workers downtown would maybe have lunch at these spots. Evil Dave's should not even have a table outside it's so
depressing ... at the side of the building in full sun. Smoking.
2

I think they were reflective of the business and generally effective.

2/11/2016 4:17 PM

3

Sometimes.

2/10/2016 7:46 PM

4

Most of them but not all.

2/8/2016 11:13 PM

5

There was literally no room for walking by.

2/8/2016 1:54 PM

6

Yes, overall, but there were a few exceptions. There were some operators that used equipment that did not reflect the
quality of Jasper that I thought this project meant to project and I hope that they will upgrade or decide the street
operation is not for them.

2/3/2016 7:55 PM

7

some places did a fantastic job, and some looked cheap and terrible

2/3/2016 8:54 AM

8

Some were better than others.

2/2/2016 1:13 PM

9

Again, only feedback is a standard for fencing as several businesses invested heavily in infrastructure while others just
outlined their patios which does not look good.

2/1/2016 2:08 PM

10

took up far too much room.

2/1/2016 10:50 AM

11

That is not a yes and no across the board question. Some were better than others.

1/30/2016 3:02 PM

12

They were too big. They needed to have less tables and smaller ones at that.

1/28/2016 9:48 PM

13

Most restaurants used very nice furnishings.

1/28/2016 4:43 PM
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14

in most places they were, like living outdoors, people understand the lack of a couch and TV set, well most anyway,

1/28/2016 3:49 PM

hopefully....
15

The fencing and planters were attractive.

1/28/2016 1:55 PM

16

Except the Olive Bistro because it's not on the sidewalk but an extension of the building.

1/28/2016 10:36 AM

17

Yes and no, some where just too big. One has to think that they have table, chairs, but then there is also a rope,
stands, and space for a server to walk,

1/28/2016 8:40 AM

18

Im not sure if it was the Raven's decision, but I found that their seating should have been much larger then was there.

1/27/2016 10:50 AM

They have enough space, as the Brew Pub, to put larger tables and a bigger seating area.
19

Some were and some weren't. Only 3 of the new patios were good. Cassios, brew pub, papa George's

1/26/2016 1:58 PM

20

Some were cheap but others put lot of thoughts into it.

1/26/2016 8:42 AM

21

Again, only 3 places got it right. Some people literally just slapped some seating outside and did a very poor job.

1/25/2016 2:57 PM

22

Some patios looked great while others did not.

1/25/2016 9:00 AM

23

Planters & fencing only added to the space problem.

1/24/2016 8:33 PM

24

Will continually change/ improve as need be.

1/24/2016 1:35 PM

25

Some of them needed to put a little more effort into it, but given that it was a pilot program, they probably would invest
more once/if it becomes permanen t.

1/23/2016 4:24 PM

26

Some were better than others, I would like to see the fencing around all businesses, for example the other paw just
had tables and chairs with no fenced area

1/23/2016 2:11 PM

27

Some were far too big. Sometimes certain restaurants were more tasteful and respected the space of pedestrians (the
real purpose of a sidewalk...)

1/23/2016 2:00 PM

28

Too restrictive for walkways

1/23/2016 1:10 PM

29

I thought the fencing was in the way in some cases for passers by. Was not a fan. Thought it made our town look
cheep.

1/22/2016 10:52 PM

30

Yes, some were better than others. Maybe a standard or criteria needs to be developed but you want to give business

1/22/2016 5:22 PM

owners the flexibility to be unique, creative and individual enough to make it different, appealing and user friendly for
both the operators and the public.
31

On the whole they were, some needed improvement

1/22/2016 12:28 PM

32

The seating on Patricia street was obviously only temporary.

1/22/2016 12:26 PM

33

In general, some were a bit 'fragile', as with Bear Paw Bakery. Not much effort put there.

1/22/2016 9:05 AM

34

Unique and well thought out

1/21/2016 9:43 PM

35

Depended on the restaurant.

1/21/2016 4:39 PM

36

Coco's wasn't great at beginning but improved somewhat.

1/21/2016 4:39 PM

37

Some tables are over-sized.

1/21/2016 2:37 PM

38

I can think of one or two that weren't well done. L

1/21/2016 12:00 PM

39

doesn't matter cancel

1/21/2016 11:47 AM

40

Yes. Cassio's, The Brew Pub, and Papa George's had the nicest presentations.

1/21/2016 9:04 AM

41

Some patios were far too minimal (ie. Couple cheap tippy tables and a rope barier)

1/21/2016 8:54 AM

42

some participants used low quality easy to move furniture that made it look cheap

1/21/2016 8:36 AM

43

Overall

1/20/2016 10:56 PM

44

In part but some business went way to far I counted 17 items other than tables and chairs at one location

1/20/2016 10:31 PM

45

In some cases where the thought was put into it

1/20/2016 2:18 PM

46

Yes, again in some cases. I am not sure if Evil Dave's was participating in the program or just giving some half

1/20/2016 10:19 AM

hearted attempt to support it. Their tables and chairs looked like they were garage sale rejects and the only people I
ever saw sitting there were staff smoking
47

All furnishings need to be streamlined to minimize space taken up on the sidewalk, especially the fencing.
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48

But generally excessive, far too many Tables & Chairs.

1/20/2016 12:42 AM

49

Love look of Papa George's restaurant!!!! Also Cassios was nice.

1/19/2016 9:21 PM

50

Hastily arranged barriers looked hastily arranged.

1/19/2016 9:10 PM

51

I thought all of the businesses did a great job with furnishings.

1/19/2016 7:36 PM

52

But when they got away with it. They took up more space so they could have more tables.

1/19/2016 7:08 PM

53

Some places were. Overall, more character and less fencing would be beneficial.

1/19/2016 6:34 PM

54

no standards in my opinion, some looked cheap and some looked better. Most looked like there was very little thought
put into it

1/19/2016 6:20 PM

55

some were - some were not. One needs to keep in mind that people walk at least 2 abreast and room also needs to be
considered for baby buggies and wheelchairs. Some outdoor seating did not allow for easy passing.

1/19/2016 2:47 PM

56

Most were done very well, for some improvements are needed. Chairs should not be allowed to be pulled back

1/19/2016 10:38 AM

towards the sidewalk. They must be moved back and forth parallel to the sidewalk and building front.
57

A lot of the furniture was to big for the space it occupied which then led to it encroaching on the "sidewalk".

1/18/2016 12:01 PM

58

From my point of view the businesses that provided outdoor seating used appropriate furniture and planters

1/18/2016 8:50 AM

59

Fencing didn't really work when it was wood, but i did like the chain link, it looked nicer

1/17/2016 7:08 PM

60

For the most part, yes. Some places had poor fencing, that wasn't sturdy or suitable for patio seating.

1/17/2016 5:36 PM

61

Most were however Jasper Pizza Place umbrellas were a problem as they hung over the sidewalk and at head level.

1/17/2016 5:23 PM

They were often also falling over.
62

Everywhere looked great except for coco's, evil Dave's and oshea's.

1/17/2016 4:19 PM

63

make it standard fencing

1/17/2016 10:41 AM

64

For the most part, no.

1/17/2016 9:26 AM

65

Not all of them - fences should be solid so they can't get knocked over by walkers. I thought the picnic tables at the
Brew Pub were too big and stuck out too far.

1/16/2016 10:14 PM

66

Customers moved them around to suit themselves.....not considering the sidewalk users.

1/16/2016 8:40 PM

67

I was impressed at the effort to put together a pleasant area for patrons at most establishments.

1/16/2016 12:23 PM

68

do picnic tables perpendicular to a sorefront really look appealing? log fence enclosures remind me of the farm hog
pens

1/16/2016 11:58 AM

69

Only someK

1/16/2016 9:34 AM

70

Some were classier than others.

1/15/2016 5:44 PM

71

some were WAY too big!

1/15/2016 2:04 PM

72

I would not sit in some of the chairs I saw and as the spots were not always flat, I am surprised nobody was hurt.

1/15/2016 1:17 PM

73

I think it's really important to make sure that the seating is not encroaching onto the pedestrian part of the side walk as
much as possible. I think permanent (or semi-permanent) barriers are important if liquor is being served, rather than a
simple plastic chain that can easily be moved further and further out into the sidewalk as the day goes on (brew pub!).

1/15/2016 11:45 AM

74

Same answer as previous question.

1/15/2016 9:27 AM

75

too big on tiny sidewalks - forcing the crowd to walk around and spill onto the streets.

1/15/2016 9:07 AM

76

Brewpubs and several other places looked great.

1/15/2016 7:38 AM

77

Not all were, some very nice. But a few very shoty ( picknick tables ete)

1/15/2016 6:29 AM

78

Their were a few on Patrictia street that needed some work and most people weren't happy about.

1/15/2016 12:31 AM

79

Some were too big

1/14/2016 11:53 PM

80

If there is a mandatory code for everyone to follow. Some patios were gorgeous, others tacky.

1/14/2016 10:23 PM

81

For the most part.

1/14/2016 10:20 PM

82

Yes, but a couple of fencing stands protruded to far out and were a tripping hazard.

1/14/2016 7:08 PM

83

But poorly placed.

1/14/2016 7:00 PM
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84

Some were not.

1/14/2016 6:35 PM

85

Some people really embraced it while others was a little more thrown together.

1/14/2016 4:45 PM

86

And no each place had its own style, but some places had big clunky dividers that looked out of place and obnoxious.
ex Papa George's big wooden fence dividers. Some decorations were unnecessary or not properly maintained ex.

1/14/2016 4:35 PM

something else's light up trees where always sticking out into the sidewalk obstructing the path and could potentially
poke someone eye out (not likely but stuff happens).... so these should be taken into consideration if this project
continues.
87

The planters in front of Cassios while they looked lovely, actually took over another 6 or more inches of the sidewalk

1/14/2016 4:10 PM

causing people to walk on the street. Also, I had to watch for people opening their car doors, so I could avoid getting
hit.
88

we have standards for store fronts here and furniture on the sidewalk is not part of those standards

1/14/2016 4:05 PM

89

Mostly but not all.

1/14/2016 3:59 PM

90

For the most part yes. Coco's was not in my opinion. It looked very cheap and did not fit the small area well. Cassios
had lovely flowers and patio furniture, the metal railing was a nice touch as well. The Brew pub had nice picnic

1/14/2016 3:51 PM

benches that I felt fit the restaurant and downtown Jasper well. It was really a nice area.
91

There where better ones and less appealing ones, but overall I don't think anyone's was an eyesore.

1/14/2016 3:19 PM

92

I'm sure they will only get better if the bylaw is passed.

1/14/2016 2:56 PM

93

Brew pub and papa George's did it right and should be used as the example of how to do it.

1/14/2016 2:49 PM

94

There were some that were definitely better than others and revisions happened through the season.

1/14/2016 2:26 PM

95

Certainly not in all cases. They have a certain amount of area to use, then decide the chairs can be outside this area

1/14/2016 1:35 PM

or a few huge planters can go outside this area. Horrible.
96

Coco's fence and large tables caused congestion, complaints and bylaw enforcement. Enforcement of the regulations
appeared inconsistent, as some businesses had adequate space, fencing, planters etc and others did not.

1/13/2016 7:45 PM

97

Some places made an effort to make their property look nice. Others had just a chair and table.

1/13/2016 6:33 PM

98

In most cases yes. In some instances it looked like restaurants just put out something cheap just to have sidewalk

1/13/2016 5:07 PM

seating.
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Q7 In your opinion, which was the Best
Sidewalk Seating Area for 2015?
Answered: 229

Skipped: 24

A&W Restaurant

KFC/Pizza Hut
Jasper
Bear's Paw
Bakery
Cassios
Italian...

Coco's Cafe

De'd Dog Bar
and Grill
Evil Dave's
Grill
Fiddle River
Restaurant
Jasper Brewing
Co. Brew Pub...
Jasper Curry &
Kabab House
Jasper Pizza
Place
Jasper Royal
Canadian Legion

Northface Pizza

Olive Bistro &
Lounge
The Other Paw
Bakery
O'Shea's
Restaurant
Papa George's
Restaurant
Smitty's
Family...
Something Else
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Restaurant
The Raven
Bistro
0

1

2

3

4

Best
A&W Restaurant

KFC/Pizza Hut Jasper

Bear's Paw Bakery

Cassios Italian Restaurant

Coco's Cafe

De'd Dog Bar and Grill

Evil Dave's Grill

Fiddle River Restaurant

Jasper Brewing Co. Brew Pub & Eatery

Jasper Curry & Kabab House

Jasper Pizza Place

Jasper Royal Canadian Legion

Northface Pizza

Olive Bistro & Lounge

The Other Paw Bakery

O'Shea's Restaurant

Papa George's Restaurant

Smitty's Family Restaurant

Something Else Restaurant

The Raven Bistro

5

6

Second Best

7

8

Third Best

9

Total

10

Weighted Average

22.22%
2

33.33%
3

44.44%
4

9

2.22

0.00%
0

0.00%
0

100.00%
1

1

3.00

15.38%
2

46.15%
6

38.46%
5

13

2.23

26.03%

38.36%

35.62%

19

28

26

73

2.10

14.29%
2

28.57%
4

57.14%
8

14

2.43

20.83%
5

41.67%
10

37.50%
9

24

2.17

0.00%

33.33%

66.67%

0

3

6

9

2.67

30.43%
7

30.43%
7

39.13%
9

23

2.09

62.04%
85

24.09%
33

13.87%
19

137

1.52

49.15%
29

30.51%
18

20.34%
12

59

1.71

32.00%
8

36.00%
9

32.00%
8

25

2.00

33.33%

20.00%

46.67%

5

3

7

15

2.13

28.57%
4

50.00%
7

21.43%
3

14

1.93

11.63%
5

37.21%
16

51.16%
22

43

2.40

30.77%
4

30.77%
4

38.46%
5

13

2.08

0.00%
0

0.00%
0

100.00%
1

1

3.00

37.80%

35.37%

26.83%

31

29

22

82

1.89

0.00%
0

25.00%
1

75.00%
3

4

2.75

26.09%
18

39.13%
27

34.78%
24

69

2.09

0.00%
0

33.33%
1

66.67%
2

3

2.67
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Q8 Additional comments you would like the
Municipality of Jasper to consider:
Answered: 129

Skipped: 124

#

Responses

Date

1

Makes downtown feel more vibrant, like there is more going on and it is generally more welcoming

2/13/2016 7:42 PM

2

Please consider the idea for closing down a lane on the one block of Patricia (as described above) with planters,

2/13/2016 1:00 PM

benches, picnic tables etc. Please read my comment above. The planters expense would be a one-time capital
expense & could be reused in subsequent years.
3

I think the idea was considered in good taste. However Jasper is a small town, and our side-walks do not have that
kind of room. The lack of space takes away from everyone, not just the tourists but the citizens. I think we would be
better off offering people the chance to dine inside and meet and converse with the wonderfully people around them,

2/13/2016 12:05 PM

not overcrowd out streets and limit the enjoyment there.
4

Stop doing it

2/13/2016 12:02 PM

5

Great idea just scale them back.

2/11/2016 4:17 PM

6

I love sitting and looking at the mountains while I eat, but sometimes, especially in the summer. there's just not
enough room. The remaining sidewalk is so crowded, sometimes you can't see the mountains from where you sit.

2/10/2016 7:46 PM

7

Legion seating was unused. Should be moved to the parking area. Would work better. Some of the restaurants tried

2/8/2016 4:44 PM

to put to much into a small area.
8

This is a work in progress and if we hope to evolve this great addition to the tourist experience, we need to
understand we need to do this survey again next year and not try to listen to every comment from one operating
season. I suspect there may be a few operators that will not continue next summer and will change the public
perception of the overall offering.

2/3/2016 7:55 PM

9

You don't have a coat gory for the worst seating! And that would be Cocos. What a nightmare.

2/2/2016 11:01 PM

10

Be progressive - this isn't a new concept in the world and it is embraced by all major tourist destinations. Look at
Europe and South America, it works there and it embraced. It is sad there are closed minded individuals that would
look at this as an eye sore.

2/2/2016 11:19 AM

11

This program was fantastic - kudos for your work in getting it off the ground in 2015 and hopefully it can continue in

2/1/2016 2:08 PM

2016.
12

Please, please, resist the pressure that I am sure you are under to continue the program. They may be necessary in
the cities and other towns to attract customers but in a tourist town the customers are here regardless and if no
business a permitted, except for those who were smart enough to include them in their leasehold, ie L&W, Tonquin,
etc. then all are equal and their food should be the appeal , or not. They add nothing but congestion to a visitors

2/1/2016 10:50 AM

National Park experience except CONGESTION!!!!!!
13

There should be a minimum of 2.5m between the curb and any make-shift patio area.

1/31/2016 6:43 PM

14

Businesses always protest against restricting cars. Then when cars are restricted, they find out that it is actually really
good for business. We need to reorient ourselves to a people-friendly environment as opposed to a car-friendly
environment. When you are in a car, you are going by the local shops and cafes, stressing about where to park or

1/30/2016 4:27 PM

stressing about not getting in a car accident. People on foot are moving slowly enough that they are likely to spend
time (and money) in the shops and cafes. Life on the streets! There can be music, art, and general good ambiance.
Pedestrian zones in other towns and cities are the favourite place for people to go and spend time! Lets do it in
Jasper, and not just for a few hours a couple of times of the year. How about trying it for 6 months of the year to start
with. Then permanently.
15

I think the sidewalks on Patricia street near the TD Bank have to be more contained. There is not enough room for
buggies, tourists and people pushing bikes.

1/30/2016 3:02 PM

16

Sidewalks were not designed to accommodate seating.

1/30/2016 9:06 AM

17

Is there going to be an additional tax that the Municipality can charge for the square footage that the restaurant is

1/29/2016 1:56 PM

using? Other than that I see no benefit to continue this program.
18

Businesses should not be entitled to inhibit busy foot traffic to expand their seating area. Those who have the room
should be taxed accordingly.
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19

This was a bad idea from the start and I wonder why you would even think this was a good idea with the sidewalk

1/28/2016 9:48 PM

sizes that we have.
20

I feel that most of the sidewalk seating was great but there was definitely some in the way that were more trouble than
good. Coco's cafe was nice since people do sit outside there but it was very in the way and blocked the sidewalk. In
the summer it's way too busy to have that much space taken up.

1/28/2016 5:09 PM

21

Overall, the sidewalk seating was more annoying than anything else for me. It didn't add anything and it certainly made

1/28/2016 4:43 PM

things more time consuming and frustrating, which worries me because people do stupid things when frustrated.
22

Patricia Street has the sun shining on it almost all day as opposed to the morning sun only on Connaught. Patricia
Street's sidewalks are the narrowest unfortunately but it would go unnoticed if parking was just banned and pedestrian
traffic only allowed...it's been my ] "beef"for 40+years as a resident, and I stick to it

1/28/2016 3:49 PM

23

Enough room for both pedestrian and diners.

1/28/2016 1:55 PM

24

Coco's cafe seating hindered foot traffic too much. Maybe move bike racks / tree well

1/28/2016 12:55 PM

25

The side walk space is already so limited.. Now with the seating especially in front of Coco's and Astoria (because too
much room is being used) Pedestrians are being force to walk on the street when passing .. This is a safety issue and
only a matter of time before someone is hurt.

1/28/2016 10:36 AM

26

I picked these 3 restaurants because they have already had patio seating in place and it does not interfere with

1/28/2016 8:40 AM

walking down the street.
27

Most of these restaurants listed above should not be part of this list as their seating is part of the establishment and
not on the sidewalk. (Olive, Jasper Pizza place, Fiddle River etc). Earls should have been part of this list if these one
count.

1/27/2016 10:50 AM

28

Take a look at what Banff did in moving out into the street for those that would like too.

1/26/2016 1:58 PM

29

You have to widen the sidewalk It is called sidewalk for people walking Right now is a hazard

1/26/2016 10:58 AM

30

It's a bonus for the restaurants but also for the charm of the town.

1/26/2016 8:42 AM

31

I don't think you should include Fiddle River in this as they are not on the sidewalk, and Something Else should not be
included either. They have had their patio for years and is not new, and has worked so far. Also the Legion should not
be part of this survey, there just is not as much foot traffic there, they are not in the core of down town.

1/25/2016 2:57 PM

32

Please do not allow the side walk seating again this summer.

1/25/2016 2:00 PM

33

The best outdoor seating areas for business's were L&W & Patricia St. Deli. Neither of these business's caused traffic
problems on the sidewalks. So, why were they not on the list to choose from?

1/24/2016 8:33 PM

34

closing Patricia Street if you are going to offer sidewalk seating. The sidewalks are not wide enough for people and
outdoor dining.

1/24/2016 1:18 PM

35

It would be really unfortunate to see this program discontinued next year.

1/24/2016 10:43 AM

36

National Parks were created for the presevation of Fauna and Flora. This is no place for domestic pets, that are so
many here and are the subject of much of our limited resources. Pets should not be allowed in National Parks. If you
want a pet live elsewhere! Come on Jasper, let's take a lead in this!

1/24/2016 7:42 AM

37

PLease make sure there is enough space left on the sidewalk for pedestrians. Specifically, a baby stroller passing a
clueless tourist who is trying to look at their phone and which store they are going to all while walking. That'd be great.

1/23/2016 4:24 PM

38

Over all i love the idea but the congestion that it caused I feel out weighs the benefits

1/23/2016 2:11 PM

39

The sidewalks are already crowded as is in the summer. Bike racks already take up a lot of room, specifically if they
are orientated perpendicular to the sidewalk. Please ensure new LED signs are not allowed in the park. They are
proliferating in Edmonton and are very bright and visually intrusive. Be proactive and have good bylaws in place before
they become a real problem. Hard to have a dark sky festival if we keep adding lights.

1/23/2016 1:10 PM

40

discontinue

1/23/2016 9:53 AM

41

Really think some of the passages were too narrow breaky could Not believe That these ares were allowed to
continue. (Coco's particularly)

1/22/2016 10:52 PM

42

Keep it alive Jasper, move forward.

1/22/2016 5:22 PM

43

Consider a one season trial closing the downtown core to vehicles, and allow sidewalk seating; also possibly food cart
permits and/or buskers.

1/22/2016 11:58 AM
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44

Don't settle for small vision - venture beyond the naysayers and truly be bold!

1/22/2016 10:01 AM

45

I think unless there is a jut out space for tables away from the sidewalk space it is just cumbersome and not a benefit

1/21/2016 9:59 PM

46

Thanks for trying something new! Well done.

1/21/2016 9:43 PM

47

The tables seemed to fit better on the Connaught Drive sidewalks. The Patricia Street sidewalks do not seem as wide
on the north side of the street. It is hard to answer some of these questions because for some restaurants I would say
they did it well and others did it very poorly with the space they wanted to take up on the sidewalk and if they kept it
cleaned up.

1/21/2016 4:39 PM

48

These spots need policeing after hours for theft to the restaurant of outdoor fixtures and sidewalk partiers on their way
home.

1/21/2016 2:37 PM

49

Some areas were a little crowded. I think the experience is better if people are not squished.

1/21/2016 12:00 PM

50

put this in the dustbin of tried and unsightly ideas from council, add in busking just what we need people begging on
the street, I guess people need more than the spectacular mountain views and the clean fresh air to enjoy the rocky

1/21/2016 11:47 AM

mountain holiday
51

Close traffic on Patricia street.

1/21/2016 9:10 AM

52

Please do not let this go away. Also, please enforce other establishments to have their sandwich boards touching their
buildings as opposed to be further out on the sidewalk. The size is not a concern, it's just that some take advantage
and put them further out so people and strollers have a hard time maneuver in the crowds. The sides of the boards

1/21/2016 9:04 AM

should be up against the exterior walls.
53

http://www.travelfootprints.ca/wp-content/uploads/2011/08/restaurant-patio-in-downtown-nelson-british-columbia.jpg?
af3b22

1/21/2016 8:54 AM

54

Do not allow on narrow streets, it only gives appeal on Connaught no where else

1/21/2016 8:36 AM

55

Great program! Great summer attraction for visitors and locals. A progressive step for the town

1/21/2016 7:27 AM

56

Patio seating along Patricia downtown need vast improvement I watched a wheel chair person fall off the side walk

1/20/2016 10:31 PM

trying to avoid cocos fence,flower pots signs strange grass flower pots and bike rack. Blew me away. Either create a
bike lane along that side or utilize the massive side walk across the street along Connaught it worked great Patricia
was a failure a filthy over crowded failure.
57

There should only be sidewalk seating where there is adequate space for pedestrians to still pass by comfortably.

1/20/2016 9:50 PM

Locations like Coco's Cafe were too narrow.
58

Dealing with Cocos patio was definitely the worst part about the program

1/20/2016 8:45 PM

59

Potentially shutting down Patricia in the downtown core and making it a walk only area. Elimnate the drivers who drive
going the wrong direction and also gives an opportunity for patios to be expanded and people to walk freely and safely.

1/20/2016 8:07 PM

60

embracing tourism as opposed to the usual 60 year old plus crowd condemning it and finding ways to inhibit it's
growth

1/20/2016 7:43 PM

61

Better zoning for this...the sidewalks get too crowded and wheelchairs can barely get by if there are people on the
sidewalk..people walk too close to the cars and then on the street trying to find walking space. Maybe allow some
where there is sufficient sidewalk but not others.

1/20/2016 7:25 PM

62

Keep up the good work

1/20/2016 7:18 PM

63

Discontinuing this project would be an enormous leap BACKWARDS for the progression of Jasper becoming a

1/20/2016 6:50 PM

popular and appealing Summer destination for tourists.
64

Please continue to do this, and other initiatives that demonstrate we are a cosmopolitan, pedestrian friendly town. It
looks good on us!

1/20/2016 5:04 PM

65

I am very concerned for people with mobility issues such as the elderly using walkers or scooters as well as people in
wheelchairs being able to pass by tables that take up much of the sidewalk and there were definetly establishments

1/20/2016 3:34 PM

that would fall into the category of unpassable for such people. Only establishments that are well setback should be
allowed outdoor seating.
66

I think there the Municipality should try closing Patricia as mentioned above. The Muni should quit trying to stuff so
much into so little area.
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67

Does anyone seriously think that Coco's Cafe added to the visitor experience. First they had the outside setting again
their building and this created a pedestrian jam in June ! Their solution was to place the table and chairs next to the
sidewalk. I am assuming that because this was a pilot project, bylaw were not able to tell them to exit the project. By
putting their table and chairs next to the sidewalk they created problems to motorists who parked there and wanted to

1/20/2016 10:19 AM

exit their cars. I hope someone on council watched this gong show on a busy day in August. In closing, I am in favour
of the sidewalk program if council can actually say no to where it does not work and set up some expectations (i.e.
Bylaws) on how the spot is furnished and maintained.
68

The Worst Sidewalk Seating Area for 2015; A&W Restaurant , KFC/Pizza Hut Jasper, Cassios Italian Restaurant,
Coco's Cafe, Jasper Brewing Co. Brew Pub & Eatery , Papa George's Restaurant

1/20/2016 12:42 AM

69

fees by business for use of space. minimum width requirements to qualify for a space. I'd rather give up a parking spot
than too much sidewalk. Some garbage cans or bike racks need to be repositioned.

1/19/2016 9:44 PM

70

Take into account the trees, bicycle racks and garbage containers in close proximity to establishments that apply for a
sidewalk seating licence.

1/19/2016 9:10 PM

71

I have to single out Coco's as a location that really didn't work due to congestion on the sidewalk with tables, chairs,
walkers, dogs, bike racks, vehicles parked on the curb, etc. Nothing wrong with their food, coffee, service, cleanliness

1/19/2016 7:36 PM

or furnishings, just not a good place for them to take up most of the available sidewalk.
72

It is too crowded downtown and on Connaught for these extra tables. It would be great if they were gone forever.

1/19/2016 7:08 PM

73

A seasonal shut down of Patricia Street to all vehicle traffic from June till September from the corner of Evil Dave’s to
Our Native Land. This would improve foot traffic for local businesses and also take away any traffic safety concerns of
people caused by the increased summer traffic.

1/19/2016 2:53 PM

74

I would also like to comment on the ongoing cigarette butt disposal problem. I strongly feel that every business that
serves food/booze be MADE to have a stand up cigarette disposal bin. They are not an expensive asset and can be
bought at Helmigs in Hinton for less than $200. It sure would improve the condition of the unsightly mess that occurs
every morning/day.

1/19/2016 2:47 PM

75

The worst,,, The Other Paw, no barrier and done cheaply.

1/19/2016 10:38 AM

76

Jasper sidewalks are to narrow for seating, planters, bike racks, garbage cans, sandwich boards, etc.

1/18/2016 7:25 PM

77

The establishments that do not impede pedestrian traffic work fine but some just did not have the room. As a
pedestrian I should not have to walk on the street nor negotiate dogs tied up beside diners . There is in some cases
restrictive room for the physically challenged. In closing if there is adequate room, fine, but if not , sorry won't back it.

1/18/2016 1:37 PM

78

By law MUST monitor the cafes that have this seating!

1/18/2016 12:07 PM

79

Why were establishments who already had outdoor space allowed to increase their space. Something Else and Jasper
Pizza Place had outdoor space that was not encroaching on the side walk yet they moved their barriers to increase
the space and this put them on the side walk.

1/18/2016 12:01 PM

80

I like the fact that Jasper is finally allowed to step outside the box that we have been living in for centuries under the
Federal Governments old, archaic rules. It's time we became more progressive.

1/18/2016 8:50 AM

81

We need to encourage healthy living. Please close Patricia Street to vehicles and open it up to unique community
experiences.

1/17/2016 11:13 PM

82

I hate the Brew pub food BUT it was the only eatery where seating didn't take up too much room and looked
presentable, as in not an eye sore.

1/17/2016 10:00 PM

83

It should probably be decided by sidewalk width!

1/17/2016 7:08 PM

84

clean it up

1/17/2016 10:41 AM

85

Something Else is the only restaurant that meets all of the requirements - adequate space, good concept, attractive
execution and safe, functional furniture. Without these kind of essential factors our visitors will get a very inconsistent
al fresco dining experience in Jasper, bordering on the American model of 'build it and they will come - regardless'.

1/17/2016 9:26 AM

86

Please keep sidewalk seating, I've lived here for 20 yrs and loved my outdoor dining experiences this summer:)

1/17/2016 7:52 AM

87

Please keep the pedestrians in mind and use common sense when approving sites proposed by business owners.

1/16/2016 10:14 PM

Don't allow pinch points to be created between tables and existing infrastructure just for the sake of having a couple of
tables outside!
88

Not sure how many injuries were reported, or damages to parked vehicles but the town should consider the
repercussions should anyone pursue damages. I feel we had an adequate amount of patios in town prior to this
experiment,
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89

Side walk advertising is getting out of hand

1/16/2016 6:04 PM

90

Clearly some establishments are not laid out as well and it would be nice if the muni allowed people to have a patio if
they so desire.

1/16/2016 12:23 PM

91

No encroachment onto the sidewalk. keep inside bay window recesses, etc. give us back what our taxes paid for -

1/16/2016 11:58 AM

sidewalks for people, not revenue centers for the greedy!!!
92

Coco's was a disaster - way too crowded on a busy sidewalk.

1/16/2016 9:34 AM

93

I like the idea of sidewalk seating in Jasper but our sidewalks along Patricia just aren't wide enough for it. Connaught
is ok but still not ideal.

1/15/2016 6:01 PM

94

Coco's was the worst place, I recall, for getting by.

1/15/2016 5:44 PM

95

I think it is a great idea and would like to see it continue as long as there is still room for pedestrians to walk on the
sidewalk without having to go around or cross the road to walk on the other side.

1/15/2016 4:44 PM

96

Restaurant owners need to be aware of the hazards of placing seating on sidewalks outside their establishments-they
must consider passersby as well as customers-blocking the sidewalk is dangerous and thoughtless!

1/15/2016 3:07 PM

97

with the number of people in town during the busy summer, adding tables to already busy sidewalks is unreasonable.

1/15/2016 2:04 PM

keeping people on the sidewalks and not out onto the streets just to get by would be ideal. if the business has their
own area out front of the restaurant, ok. but stay off the sidewalks.
98

My only additional comments is to please consider the space constraints this gives to people walking the sidewalks
outdoor patios are great and I enjoy them as much as the next person but only if it's in a practical location that allows
enough room so that people standing on the sidewalk are not standing right over your plate just seemed so much more

1/15/2016 1:29 PM

congested on already congested sidewalks
99

This pilot was a failure as is the concept! Sidewalks are for pedestrians, it is hard enough to get around with bikes
locked to trees, people walking animals and tourists in droves.

1/15/2016 1:17 PM

100

Please take it away. I saw people walk into the barriers last year trying to look at mountains. There is to much going
on in town to have this. People taking pictures of everything and stopping in the middle to look around. Or people

1/15/2016 1:14 PM

standing on the outside of the sidewalk patio area smoking.
101

While in Fernie this summer, we noticed that they also allow outdoor seating, but in some cases it was done in the
street parking stalls immediately in front of the business on a raised platform (much like a deck), that could easily be
removed at the end of the outdoor season. I realize we have an ongoing parking nightmare, but perhaps this would be
a way to encourage more walking/biking into the core, and create a bit more of a festive atmosphere, without

1/15/2016 11:45 AM

sacrificing pedestrian traffic flow.
102

I know this may not be fair to the restaurants on Patricia Street but it is already congested and I found it difficult to
navigate in the summer.

1/15/2016 9:29 AM

103

I believe the patios gave our travellers a chance to have even more enjoyment of the outdoors while they visited our
beautiful town, while also benefiting local business owners.

1/15/2016 9:27 AM

104

It should increase the capacity of the establishment

1/15/2016 9:19 AM

105

Try and be innovative - not copy cats. and to not force foot traffic onto the streets.

1/15/2016 9:07 AM

106

Good idea, but not good in Jasper

1/15/2016 8:39 AM

107

Don't close centennial field.

1/15/2016 7:38 AM

108

Great moutain view.

1/15/2016 6:29 AM

109

the worst restaurant : Jasper Brewing Co.Brew Pub & Eatery. - No Sidewalk. Not Clean. Noise.........

1/15/2016 12:27 AM

110

There was no room on the side walk in front of coco's. Move bike rack and tree or don't allow patios on the side of

1/14/2016 10:23 PM

Patricia.
111

Town should be charging for them to "rent" the space. Some places do it per seat. Every business pays rent and it's
not cheap. Think about it, it makes sense!

1/14/2016 10:20 PM

112

None

1/14/2016 8:11 PM

113

Never doing this again, and focus on the library.

1/14/2016 7:00 PM

114

Please make sure pedestrians can pass on more than one occasion I have seen people have to cross the street to get
by a certain coffee shop. And forget getting by this place when in a wheelchair or pushing a stroller.

1/14/2016 6:09 PM
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115

The curry house was the best and should continue as its not on the sidewalk at all. It's under the over hang that
people don't walk on at all

1/14/2016 6:06 PM

116

Just consider space and the fact that we get soooooo many tourists and we want even more people to visit this year
and there is limited space already. Locals like myself may feel like we cant get around, and are being pushed to the
back burner in our own town(home) ... tourists are important to our ecomony but you need happy
workers(permanent/local not seasonal, because they are practically tourists themselves.) and locals to greet and
provide genuine service to all tourists that visit our wonderful town. Happy workers/locals = happy tourist. I hope this

1/14/2016 4:35 PM

was helpful, i love living in Jasper, but not being able to get around in our town kind of dampers the mood.
117

Some areas on Patricia St. are too narrow for sidewalk seating. Coco's did a good job of placing their tables between
the trees closer to the curb. It disrupted foot traffic a lot less.

1/14/2016 4:34 PM

118

If you plan to continue with this at least enforce the encroachment issue

1/14/2016 4:10 PM

119

I don't consider any of them a best or worst they all impede the foot traffic and cause the increase in garbage unless

1/14/2016 4:05 PM

extra revenues are collected from these businesses for their sidewalk cafes then the excess costs of them doing
business becomes part of the Municipality expenses for which taxpayers should not be responsible it also detracts
from the beauty of the town
120

If all hose places got to do it again I would be fine just as cocos didn't get it

1/14/2016 3:26 PM

121

Keep trying out new great things like this!

1/14/2016 3:19 PM

122

Please don't do that 2016 anymore

1/14/2016 2:52 PM

123

Patricia street is not wide enough to accommodate seating.

1/14/2016 2:49 PM

124

Cocos cafe did a really poor job of their outside seating. It was always in the way and constantly blocked the side walk

1/14/2016 2:32 PM

125

Please don't ruin tourism by allowing sidewalk seating. Congestion on the sidewalks is a negative imfluence on the
tourist experience but also for us locals who have to endure huge bottlenecks created by this. We shouldn't have to
walk on the street just because restaurants want to prioritze profits over pedestrian safety.

1/14/2016 2:28 PM

126

Please consider closing the street to traffic while the patio's are in season. There is just too much congestion on the
sidewalks which must make the dining experience just as unpleasant as those waiting to walk around those areas. It's
a good idea in theory but not all restaurants are situated in a place that allows enough room.

1/14/2016 2:26 PM

127

Please! I beg you! Do not continue to clutter our sidewalks with this extra grab for money!!

1/14/2016 1:35 PM

128

Perhaps a question should be included to identify which is the worst seating. This would allow the muni to identify

1/13/2016 7:45 PM

problem seating that failed to meet the expectations of visitors and locals.
129

Asking opinions about the effect of tour of alberta would be very nice. Give residents and businesses a chance to give
their opinion anonymously.
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